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I don't know what I may seem to the world, but, as to
myself, I seem to have been only like a little boy playing on
the sea shore, and diverting myself in now and then finding
a smoother pebble or prettier shell than ordinary, whilst the

great ocean of truth lay all undiscovered before me.

Isaac Newton shortly before his death in 1727.
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Zusammenfassung

Störgeräusche stellen eines der grössten Probleme von momen
tan erhältlichen Hörgeräten dar. In letzter Zeit ist der Einsatz
von Mehrfach-Mikrophonsystemen zur Unterdrückung von Hin
tergrundgeräuschen populär geworden. Die vorliegende Arbeit
beschäftigt sich mit einem solchen System mit zwei Mikropho
nen. Das System beinhaltet einen "Adaptive Noise Canceller"
mit einem nichtlinearen Filter. Bisher wurde der "Adaptive Noise
Canceller" üblicherweise mit linearen Filtern betrieben, wobei
die Filterkoeffizienten so eingestellt wurden, dass der mittlere
quadratische Fehler des adaptiven Filters minimiert wurde. Ein
nichtlineares Filter kann diesen Fehler im allgemeinen noch ver
ringern und dadurch einen verbesserten Signal-Rauschabstand
am Ausgang des Systems erreichen.

Optimale lineare und nichtlineare Filter werden für eine
Rauschquelle mit verschiedenen Wahrscheinlichkeitsdichten be
rechnet. Weiterhin wird untersucht, ob das Volterrafilter und
das Perceptron, zwei adaptive nichtlineare Filter, in der Lage
sind, das optimale Filter zu approximieren. Hierbei sind die Kon
vergenzzeit und die Störgeräuschunterdrückung im eingeschwun
genen Zustand wichtige Kriterien zur Beurteilung dieser Filter.

Das Volterrafilter wird ebenfalls zur Unterdrückung eines
zweiten Sprechers eingesetzt. Zwar minimiert das Filter seinen
mittleren quadratischen Fehler, das Ziel ist aber, die Verständlich
keit des gewünschten Sprechers zu erhöhen. Die verarbeiteten
Signale werden deshalb mit dem "intelligibility-weighted gain"
beurteilt. Die Berechnung dieses Masses benötigt den Signal
Rauschabstand am Ausgang des Systems. Im Fall des nicht
linearen Systems kann dieser nur bestimmt werden, wenn sich
keine Nutzsignalkomponenten im Referenzkanal des "Noise Can
cellers" befinden. In diesem Idealfall ergibt sich, dass das qua
dratische Volterrafilter das Verständlichkeitsmass um maximal 2
dB gegenüber einem linearen Filter verbessern kann.
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Abstract

Background noise is one of the major problems of currently avail
able hearing aids. Array processing techniques have become a
popular research topic for reducing background noise. This work
investigates a two-microphone beamformer which incorporates
an adaptive noise canceller with a nonlinear filter. In adaptive
noise cancelling, linear filters have been used to minimize the
mean squared difference between the filter output and the de
sired signal. Depending on the probability densities of the in
volved signals, however, nonlinear filters can further reduce the
mean squared difference, thereby improving signal-to-noise ratio
at the noise canceller output.

In the case of a single noise source emitting an i.i.d. random
process, optimum linear and nonlinear performance limits are es
tablished for various noise probability densities. To approximate
optimum performance, two nonlinear adaptive architectures are
realized, the Volterra filter and the multi-layer perceptron. Con
vergence speed and steady state performance are scrutinized.

The Volterra filter is also examined for speech interference.
The beamformer is adapted to minimize the mean squared dif
ference, but performance is measured with the intelligibility
weighted gain. This criterion requires the signal-to-noise ratio
at the beamformer output. For the nonlinear processor, this can
only be determined when no target components exist in the ref
erence channel of the noise canceller so that the target is trans
mitted without distortion. Under these ideal conditions and at
equal filter lengths, the quadratic Volterra filter improves the
intelligibility-weighted gain by maximally 2 dB relative to the
linear filter.



Chapter 1: Introduction

Hearing aid users frequently encounter the problem of back
ground noise reducing the intelligibility of a desired talker. Recent
studies reveal that this is the major source of dissatisfaction [1]
and that over 90% of test subjects are discontent with their de
vices in situations with background noise [2]. In 1993, the Amer
ican Food and Drug Administration (FDA) issued a warning to
hearing-aid producers in regards to misleading advertising [3].
Several companies had claimed that their products were "able
to distinguish speech sounds from all undesired noises". Accord
ing to the FDA, these claims had been greatly exaggerated. In
short, the background noise problem in hearing aids still awaits
a feasible solution.

1.1. Noise Reduction for Hearing Aids

Currently, most commercially available hearing aids are equipped
with a single microphone. To distinguish a desired signal from
noise, single-microphone noise suppression systems exploit signal
properties such as short-time stationarity [4] or periodicity [5].
Although these techniques increase broadband signal-to-noise ra
tio, they generally cannot improve speech intelligibility [6, 7, 8].

In real environments, interfering sounds often arrive from
other directions than that of the signal of interest. The "direc
tionality" of incoming signals is another important feature to dis
tinguish the signal of interest from noise. Most conveniently, this
feature is (ideally) independent of the properties of the involved
signals". For example, if a system is based on signal properties

1 Chapter 3 shows that the Griffiths-Jim noise reduetion system, for ex
ample, operates independently of the signal spectral densities under ideal
conditions. Under more realistic conditions, however, performance does de
pend on the speetra.
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alone it will be inherently difficult to separate two speech sig
nals [9]. Using directional Information, this task can be greatly
facilitated. To take advantage of directionality, a noise reduction
system requires at least two microphones. Today's most effec
tive techniques for improving speech intelligibility in noise are
indeed microphone arrays [10, 11, 12, 13]. The newest products
on the market are now equipped with two microphones for noise
reduction [14].

1.2. Why Nonlinear Processing?

Two developments have elicited the signal processing communi
ty's interest in nonlinear signal processing techniques in recent
years. First, the increasing popularity of artificial neural networks
has encouraged this trend. Second, rapidly advancing computer
technology, especially microprocessor technology, has facilitated
the implementation of complex algorithms for nonlinear systems.
It is interesting to note that Cf'U performance of microprocessors
almost doubled each year in the last decade [15].

Using Bayes "minimum mean squared error" (MMSE) esti
mation theory, we now describe why nonlinear processing is ex
pedient for enhancing noisy signals. The performance gain over
linear filtering depends on the statistical characteristics of the
involved signals. In at least one important case, however, nonlin
ear filtering will not improve performance compared to standard
linear filtering. This exception is discussed below.

Suppose we rneasure a random data vector

X(k) = (X(k) X(k - 1) ... X(k - N))T (1.1)

at time k. The data vector X(k) consists of successive compo
nents of the stochastic process X(.). When X(k) is regarded as
the input vector of a tapped delay line or transversal filter, the
integer N is called the filter length. The task is to find an esti
mate S(k) of a random variable S(k) based on the data vector
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X(k) such that the 'mean squared error' (MSE)

3

(1.2)

is minimized. The symbol E[.] denotes the expectation operator
for ensemble averaging. Except for time-invariant beamforming
in Chapter 3, time-adaptive linear and nonlinear processing in
this study is based exclusively on the MSE performance crite
rion. To simplify notation, the time argument k is omitted in the
following discussion. If the conditional probability density func
tionpslx(.lx) is known, the optimum (Bayes) filter estimates S
from a given data vector X == x as the conditional mean

+00

SB(:I:) = E[SIX = :1:] = Js pSlx(sl:l:) ds, (1.3)
-00

The Bayes estimator yields the minimum mean squared error
(MMSE) given by

+00

M M S E = Jds J d:l: (s - SB (:I:»2 ps,x(s,:I:), (1.4)
-00 RN+l

where ps,x(. , .) is the joint probability density function. In gen
eral, the Bayes estimator is a nonlinear function of the input data
vector x. But if X and S are jointly Gaussian, the Bayes esti
mator (1.3) is a linear function of the data vector and identical
to the finite impulse response Wiener filter [16].

The following example illustrates the difference between lin
ear and nonlinear filtering for noise reduction. Suppose we mea
sure the noisy signal

X(.) == S(.) +Na (. ) , (1.5)

where S(.) is the signal of interest and Na ( . ) is an additive
noise independent of S(.). It is assumed that S(k) is Gaussian
distributed with zero mean and variance (J2 == 0.5 for all k. Let
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the noise signal be Laplacian-distributed with the probability
density function PNa ( . ) = ! e- I·I. According to the Wiener-Hopf
equation, the optimum linear memoryless (N = 0) filter has a
single weight given by

E[S(k)X(k)] a~ 1
Copt = E[X(k)2] = a~ + a7v

a
- 5' (1.6)

(1.7)

where stationary target and noise signals are assumed. Hence,
the optimum linear estimator is

st. (x) = copt X = ~ x.

In Appendix B, we show that the optimum memory-less nonlinear
filter is

~ ( ) _ 1 ex+t (erf(x + !) - 1) + e-x+t (erf(x - !) + 1)
SB x - - 1 l '

2 eX+i (-erf(x + !) + 1) + e-x+i (erf(x - !) + 1)
(1.8)

where er] (.) is the error function defined as

x

erf(x) = 2/"fir Jexp( _t2
) dt.

o

Figure 1.1 plots both the linear and nonlinear estimators as a
function of the measured input x. To determine the performance
of the Bayes estimator, the integral in (1.4) must be evaluated. In
most cases this will be an intractable task. Even in our simple ex
ample with Laplacian noise, we did not succeed in evaluating the
integral exactly. Performance can be estimated, however, by im
plementing the Bayes estimator, filtering a sufficiently long signal
x(.) and measuring the MSE at the output. Filtering 80,000 sam
ples with the estimators (1.7) and (1.8) produces MSEs of 0.4014
and 0.3808, respectively. The same experiment with uniformly
distributed noise of equal mean and variance yields an MSE of
0.3715 for the nonlinear estimator. In the linear case, the per
formance of the optimum filter can be calculated easily. It is
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Figure 1.1: Optimum linear and nonlinear estimators for a Gaus
sian target in Laplacian noise.

MSE == E[S2] - E[Sl] == 0.4, independent of the noise probabil
ity density provided that the mean and variance of the noise do
not change, This example and other experiments in Chapter 5
indicate that the more the shape of the noise probability density
deviates from the bell-shaped Gaussian curve, the greater the
improvement provided by nonlinear processing for constant filter
length N.

Before nonlinear filters may be implemented in a hearing aid,
it is important to ascertain whether typical environmental noises
are sufficiently non-Gaussian. In many situations, acoustic inter
ference is speech or music, e.g. in stores, offices or restaurants.
The long-term amplitude density function of speech is well ap
proximated by Laplacian or Gamma densities [17, 18], where
speech is assumed to be stationary, Consequently, one can con
clude that time-invariant nonlinear processing will perform bet
ter than linear processing for constant filter length. On the other
hand, speech can be regarded as a non-stationary signal contain
ing successive quasi-stationary voiced and unvoiced sounds. The
voiced sounds comprise periodic components which usually have
non-Gaussian amplitude distributions. Figure 1.2 depicts the am
plitude distribution of a vowel "a" , sampled at 8 kHz and 16 bits
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Figure 1.2: Typieal asymmetrie amplitude distribution for the
vowel "a".

for 34,000 samples. Similar non-Gaussian shapes were found for
other recordings ofvowels. The short-term quasi-stationary struc
ture of speech interference suggests an adaptive nonlinear filter
for its attenuation. Because the amplitude distributions of voiced
sounds are generally "more non-Gaussian" than the Laplace or
Gamma distributions, it is expected that the improvement of non
linear filtering relative to linear filtering will be more apparent
when adaptive rather than time-invariant processing is carried
out (see Chapter 5 for an experimental verification).

Typical environments contain a number of independent noise
sources. If the interference is a superposition of independent
stochastic processes, its amplitude distribution may be asymp
totically Gaussian according to the centrallimit theorem (CLT)
and linear filtering would be optimum2 • The Lindberg condition
[19], i.e. the individual variances of each process at a fixed time
are small compared to the sum of these variances, is the neces-

2 Linear filtering is optimum when noise and desired signal are jointly
Gaussian. This comment refers to the ideal Griffiths-Jim beamformer in
Chapter 3 where target estimation is independent of the target statistics.
If the interference alone is Gaussian, then the optimum filter in this noise
suppression system is linear.
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Figure 1.3: Amplitude distribution 0/ a sum 0/ ten independent
talkers (circles) and a fitted Gaussian curve (solid line).

sary and sufficient condition for the CLT to hold. This condi
tion is satisfied, for example, when all components of the sum
have the same variance. Webster [20] argues that this situation
rarely occurs in a natural environment. One would rather expect
a small number of very strong sources and a large number of weak
sources. He shows that the infinite sums L: Xi]k of i.i.d. random
variables Xi; have non-Gaussian probability densities when the
distribution of Xk is Laplacian or sinusoidal. The same holds for
sums L x.r».

As an example for real signals, consider Figure 1.3 depicting
the amplitude distribution of the sum of ten independent speech
signals with equallevel. Each component consisted of a different
sentence spoken by a female (five times) or a male (five times).
The signals were sampled at 8 kHz and 16 bits for 30,000 sam
ples, The measured data (circles) were fitted by a Gaussian (solid
line) with unit area. Observe that the tails of the measured dis
tribution decrease slower than those of the Gaussian. A similar
graph is obtained when the components of the sum are weighted
by a factor 1/k for k = 1. ..10. To summarize, one cannot always
assurne Gaussian statistics of a sum of independent noise signals.
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1.3. Goals of This Work

Chapter 1: Introduction

This thesis investigates the two-microphone Griffiths-Jim (GJ)
beamformer [21], one of today's most promising adaptive noise
reduction devices, using a nonlinearfilter in its reference channeL
While performance limits for the GJ beamformer with a linear
filter have been established [22], this study attempts to find these
limits for the first time in the nonlinear case. Calculating opti
mum nonlinear filters according to (1.3) was found to be difficult,
so only relatively simple situations with one i.i.d. noise process
are considered.

In realistic situations, the required conditional probability
densities for (1.3) are generally not available. Two nonlinear filter
realizations, the Volterra filter and the perceptron, are used to ap
proximate the unknown optimum Bayes filter function. It is par
ticularly interesting to examine these nonlinear filters when the
optimum Bayes filter is known and serves as an absolute bench
mark. When the optimum nonlinear filter is unknown, this work
adapts linear and nonlinear filters under the same conditions and
compares their performance. Finally, it is of vital importance to
estimate the improvement of speech intelligibility by nonlinear
processing. Under ideal conditions, it is possible to employ the
"intelligibility-weighted gain" described in Chapter 5.

Linear adaptive FIR filtering with the MSE criterion is a prac
tical signal processing method. The extension to the nonlinear
realm generally results in smaller MSEs. But simultaneously, one
has to deal with much more complex mathematics and (still) open
questions about the actual realization of these systems. This work
primarily evaluates the potential benefits of nonlinear processing
techniques for beamformers independently of implementation is
sues based on current technology. Although this thesis presents
theoretical and experimental results, it cannot claim to offer a
complete analysis of the proposed concepts. It is rather a first
step towards a comprehensive assessment of nonlinear filters in
multiple-sensor noise-reduction systems.



Chapter 2: Previous Research

This chapter reviews salient research in the field of noise sup
pression and evaluates these concepts with respect to hearing-aid
applications. It is difficult to compare noise-reduction techniques
because they are usually tested under different conditions with
different performance measures. However, it is possible to iden
tify advantages and disadvantages of each technique when ap
plied to hearing-aids. The first part discusses approaches based
on single-sensor recordings of noisy speech. These techniques are
based on the additive-noise model (1.5), i.e., only the composite
signal X(.) = S(.) +Na ( . ) measured by a single microphone is
available. The second part describes systems using multiple sen
sors. These systems process the inputs of several microphones
simultaneously.

2.1. Single Microphone Approaches

The periodic structure of voiced speech sounds can be used to
remove unwanted additive noise from the measured signal X(.).
Through determination of the fundamental frequency (pitch),
the harmonics of voiced speech can be identified and extracted.
Simultaneously, frequency components of the noise outside of
the "harmonic comb" are suppressed. The comb filter has been
realized in the time-domain [23] and in the frequency-domain
[5, 24, 8]. The method strongly relies on correct pitch informa
tion. Measuring the pitch of a noise-corrupted speech signal has
been shown to be difficult, especially in the case of interfering
speech [24]. Even if correct pitch information (obtained from
clean speech) is supplied to the comb filter, time-domain pro
cessing decreosed speech intelligibility in white noise despite an
increase of output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In the case of in
terfering multi-talker speech babble, Kates [8] reported similar
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results. For one interfering talker, Stubbs and Summerfield [24]
obtained a slight intelligibility improvement, but pitch determi
nation was not based entirely on the corrupted input signal.

Another approach is short-time Wiener filtering. For example,
Graupe's Zeta noise blocker [25] is a modified adaptive short
time Wiener filter. The filter control mechanism requires noise
characteristics which change more slowly than those of speech.
Van Tasell at al, [26] tested this system and could not measure
an intelligibility improvement. Ephraim suggested a time-varying
Wiener filter driven by hidden Markov models for speech and
noise [7]. He reported SNR improvements, but no intelligibility
tests were provided.

Both comb filtering and Wiener filtering usually increase
broadband SNR. Speech intelligibility, however, depetuls primar
ily on SNR in third-octave bands according to articulation the
ory [27]. The above methods (or any other linear adaptive filter)
cannot change the within-band SNR. Hence, no intelligibility im
provement is expected except in cases where the noise is confined
to a frequency region which does not contain important speech
Information [28]. Experimental evaluations of the above filter
ing techniques confirmed these expectations. Nevertheless, linear
adaptive filtering may still be appropriate for the improvement
of listening comfort with a given intelligibility.

Noise suppression by spectral subtraction assumes that sta
tionary intervals of the noise are longer than stationary inter
vals of speech [4]. The noise spectrum is measured during speech
pauses and subsequently subtracted from the spectrum of the
noisy speech. When the subtraction results in negative spectrum
amplitudes for the speech estimate, the amplitude is set to a small
positive value. This results in the famous "musical noise" inher
ent in the processed speech. Lim and Oppenheim investigated
spectral subtraction with respect to intelligibility and could not
find an improvement [29]. While Lim and Oppenheim presented
the processed speech directly to the human listener, Hirsch used
spectral subtraction as a preprocessor for cochlear implants and
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measured intelligibility improvements [30]. Furthermore, spec
tral subtraction increased the recognition rate of hidden-Markov
model-based speech recognition in adverse environments [31].

Recently, Hardwick et al. [32] introduced a model-based
speech enhancement system. Voiced and unvoiced components
of the noisy speech are processed simultaneously. The system re
quires a pitch estimate and knowledge of the noise power density
which is usually not available. For white noise with known vari
ance, the system has been shown to increase intelligibility by at
least 15 % of recognized words.

2.2. Multiple-Microphone Approaches

One of the earliest multi-microphone noise-suppression systems
was suggested by Kaiser and David in [33, 34]. The system was
equipped with two microphones. The sum signal of the two sen
sors was modulated by a gating signal which was derived from
the cross-correlation between the two inputs. For a target source
which was equidistant from the two sensors, the cross-correlation
was low during speech pauses. In these intervals, the gating signal
was increased, the sum signal was attenuated and the noise power
was reduced. However, McConnell examined this technique in lis
tening tests and could not find increased recognition rates [35].
This can be explained by the same argument used for several
single-microphone techniques: the SNR in individual frequency
bands of the sum signal was not changed by the gating.

Widrow et al. [36] introduced the principle of adaptive noise
cancelling with two microphones in 1975. One microphone picked
up the desired signal plus the ambient noise (primary signal)
while the second microphone (located away from the desired sig
nal source as far as possible) recorded only the noise field (ref
erence signal). Assuming that the desired signal and the noise
are uncorrelated and that the noise signals at the two micro
phones are correlated, an adaptive filter transformed the refer
ence signal into the noise component of the primary signal con-
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taining also the desired signal. Subtracting the filter output from
the primary signal resulted in a substantial SNR gains. Unfortu
nately, in a hearing-aid application it is not possible to place a
second microphone elose to the source of interference. The adap
tive beamformer in Section 3.4 uses an adaptive noise canceller
but circumvents this problem by preprocessing the microphone
signals.

In 1981, Strube [37] presented a two-microphone speech en
hancement method whose principle is identical to that of the
adaptive GJ beamformer introduced in detail in Section 3.4.
Strube reported objective SNR improvements as well as increased
single-word intelligibility of the processed speech in an anechoic
environment. The success ofthis method has been reconfirmed by
various investigators for different test material and acoustic en
vironments [38,39, 40, 41, 42,12]. Two studies [41,12] evaluated
its performance with criteria based on articulation theory. The
performance gain was determined relative to a single-microphone
signal. The reported benefits through adaptive beamforming are
expected to be smaller, however, when the gain is calculated with
respect to the sum of the microphones (see the discussion of the
delay and sum beamformer in Section 3.3.).

Since the adaptive beamformer's performance degrades in res
onant environments, time-invariant beamformers have been sug
gested in [10, 11, 43]. These systems are not prone to target can
cellation and are easier to implement than adaptive beamform
ers. In order to achieve a sufficient intelligibility improvement,
more than two microphones are usually required. For a more
detailed description of time-invariant and time-adaptive beam
forming techniques, the reader is referred to Chapter 3.

Relatively little research has been conducted on nonlinear
processing schemes for microphone arrays. Mitchell et al. [44] ex
amined a four-microphone system with two nonlinear processing
stages. It was shown that a combination of positive and nega
tive full-wave rectifiers in the two stages can eliminate impul
sive noise. For white noise or speech interference however, sim-
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ple linear delay and sum beamforming achieved a higher out
put broadband SNR than the nonlinear method. No intelligibility
measurements were provided. Souloumiac et al. proposed a GJ
beamformer with a nonlinear memoryless Volterra filter for the
rejection of narrowband non-Gaussian interference [45]. Simul
taneously and independently, the same method was applied to
broadband non-Gaussian noise using a Volterra filter with mem
ory [46]. Nonlinear filtering resulted in increased jammer power
rejection relative to linear processing for constant filter lengths.
Listening tests were not performed. The work in [46] and a follow
up [47] are parts of this thesis.

The author is aware of only one study of nonlinear beam
forming where a listening test has been conducted [48]. A time
invariant minimum MSE beamformer with two microphones
was implemented with optimum linear and third-order Volterra
tapped delay lines of length two. For speech babble interference,
nonlinear processing exhibited a small improvement in intelligi
bility relative to linear processing - at the expense of a slightly
distorted target signal at the output of the nonlinear beamformer.
These results encouraged the closely related research presented
in this thesis. As opposed to time-invariant beamforming in [48],
we investigate in this work time-adaptive GJ beamforming with a
nonlinear filter. This system has the ability to change its directiv
ity pattern when the ambient noise field changes. It is examined
in Chapter 5.
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2.3. Summary of Chapter 2

Chapter 2: Previous Research

• The majority of single-microphone noise suppression tech
niques is not well suited for improving intelligibility in
hearing-aids. However, single-microphone enhancement of
noisy speech is still useful as a preprocessing for speech
recognizers or cochlear implants.

• Microphone arrays proved to be more successful in terms
of improving intelligibility. Time-invariant or time-adaptive
systems or a hybrid of both are currently the most promis
ing candidates for a hearing-aid application.

• Nonlinear processing of noisy speech signals has been ex
plored only marginally yet.
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Array processing or beamforming provides a method of reject
ing unwanted spatial interference and simultaneously emphasiz
ing the strength of a signal from a desired direction. To distin
guish between interference and the desired signal, beamforming
exploits phase and intensity differences measured at a sensor ar
ray. Since the late 1950's, this technique has been applied mainly
to problems in the fields of radar, sonar and seismic signal pro
cessing but also to speech enhancement. The reader is referred
to [49, 50] for excellent introductions to beamforming and its
applications.

This chapter elaborates some fundamental facts about linear
equi-spaced sensor arrays. After presenting the most important
time-invariant beamformers, we introduce the Griffiths-Jim (GJ)
adaptive beamformer with a linear filter.

3.1. Perfeet Separation of Signals

How many sensors are required to separate perfectly the signals
emitted by a number of sound sources? The number depends on
the acoustic environment, the geometrical distribution of sound
sources and sensors in space, and the frequencies of the incoming
signals. Even if the transfer functions from sources to sensors are
not known, it is still possible to specify a necessary condition for
perfect separation. This section shows that the number of sensors
must be at least as great as the number of sound sources.

Assurne n different point sources emitting signals Sj(f) and m
omni-directional sensors receiving signals Xi(f), where all signals
are represented in the frequency domain. Let the transfer function
from source j to sensor i be denoted by Hij(f). The sensor signals
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can be expressed as follows:
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or equivalently
X(/) = H(/) 8(/). (3.1)

To simplify notation, the argument I will be omitted in the fol
lowing discussion. If the sensor signal vector X and the transfer
function matrix H are known, then (3.1) has a unique solution
8 = 8* if and only if X lies in the range of Hand rank(H) = n.
To see this, recall that the product H 8 is a linear combination of
the columns of H with weights equal to the corresponding com
ponents of 8. A solution to (3.1) exists if and only if the vector
X lies in the space spanned by the columns of H, in other words
"X lies in the range of H". Additionally, if the columns of H are
linearly independent, meaning "rank (H) = n', then the solution
is unique. We can conclude:

- If there are fewer sensors than sound sources (m < n),
then rank (H) < n and consequently, the signals cannot
be retrieved perfectly.

- If there are at least as many sensors as sound sources
(m > n), then the signals can be separated perfectly if
the uniqueness conditions are satisfied.

Certain constellations of sources and sensors will not permit
signal separation even when the number of sensors is not smaller
than the number of sourees. Consider the example in Figure 3.1.
Signals 51 and 52 arrive simultaneously at both sensor MI and
at sensor M 2 • Clearly, both signals have identical phase differ
ences between the two sensors. The transfer function matrix in
an anechoic free space for this example is

H = ( exp(-j 21rITl) exp(-j 21rITl) ) (3.2)
exp(-j 21I" IT2) exp(-j 21I" IT2) ,
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MI

o

Figure 3.1: Aseparation 0/ SI and S2 is not possible.
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where the Ti are the times required by the signals to propagate
from the sources to the sensors. Matrix H in (3.2) has rank only 1
for all frequencies, making the separation of SI and S2 impossible.

Yanagida et al. [51] performed several experiments on sound
source separation using the model (3.1). Under the assumption
that the locations of microphones and sources are fixed, the au
thors determined the transfer function matrix Hand solved
equation (3.1) by multiplying with the pseudo-inverse of H.
To reach a satisfactory separation, the number of microphones
had to be substantially greater than the number of sources. Jut
ten and Herault [52] presented a different approach whereby the
source-sensor transfer functions are not required to be known. If
the original signals are independent, their algorithm can separate
a linear combination of signals by minimizing the cross correla
tion at lag zero between nonlinear functions of the reconstructed
signals. This minimization makes the reconstructed signals sta
tistically independent. An analog VLSI implementation of the
Jutten-Herault algorithm has been used to separate two speech
signals with two microphones [53]. Further experiments are de
scribed in [54, 55]. Others have investigated a simplified form of
the Jutten-Herault algorithm, where separation is accomplished
by decorrelating the estimated signals rather than making them
independent [56, 57]. However, this concept discards higher-order
cross correlations and, consequently, the adaptive decorrelation
process may converge to undesired states [57], impeding a suc
cessful signal recovery.
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d

Angle e

Figure 3.2: Situation with two microphones and two sources.

3.2. Spatial Aliasing

The frequencies of the incoming signals play an important role in
an array's ability to distinguish the signals. This dependency is
illustrated in the example for two sensors depicted in Figure 3.2.
It is assumed that the inter-microphone distance d is sufficiently
small compared to the distance between the array and the sources
J and T so that the incoming wave fronts can be assumed to
be planar, This assumption is adopted throughout this thesis.
Consequently, the path difference between sensors for signal J(.).
1S

p == d cos( B), (3.3)

where B denotes the angle of arrival, measured between the nor
mal to the wave front and the line connecting the sensors. Signal
T(.) arrives simultaneously at both sensors, i. e., all frequencies
are 'in phase' between M; and M 2• If signal J(.) also contains
in-phase frequencies, then the two signals are indistinguishable
at these particular frequencies. This phenomenon is called spatial
aliasing. Spatial aliasing occurs when the path difference p equals
a multiple of the wave length A of J(.). The path difference p can
be expressed as p == c Ll Ts , where c is the velocity of sound, T;
denotes the sampling period and ßTs is the delay of J(.) between
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the two sensors measured in seconds. Using these definitions, the
condition for spatial aliasing is

n==0,1,2,···

This condition can be reformulated by employing the circular
frequency w :

n21r
w == ß T

s
• (3.4)

Equation (3.4) specifies the in-phase circular frequencies of J(.)
for the situation shown in Figure 3.2. As an example, suppose
that the delay is ß == 4 samples, Spatial aliasing occurs at the
normalized frequencies f2 == u/T; == 0, ~, 1r, .... The transfer func
tion matrix in (3.1) for this example is

H == (
exp( - j 21r /T1) exp( - j 21r /T2) )
exp(-j 21r/T1) exp(-j 21r/T3)

(
exp( - j 21r /Tt} exp( - j 21r /T2) )
exp( - j 21r /T1) exp( - j 21r /T2) ,

where H22 == exp( - j21r/(T2+4Ts)) == exp( - j21r /T2) exp( -jf24) ==
exp( - j 21r /T2) at the normalized frequencies f2 == 0, ~, 1r, ....
As expected, H is singular at the aliasing frequencies and non
singular at all other frequencies.

3.3. Time-Invariant Beamforming

In general, the transfer functions between sensors and sources
are not known in array processing. These can be estimated from
the microphone signals alone with adaptive signal separation al
gorithms [52, 56, 57, 58]. If one is interested in interference can
cellation alone rather than in a complete recovery of all involved
signals, it is not necessary to estimate the transfer function ma
trix. This substantially reduces the computational load on the
array processor. Concentrating on the problem of interference
cancellation, we discuss in this section the most important forms
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Figure 3.3: General structure 0/ a beamfomer.

of time-invariant beamforming: delay and sum (DS) proeessing
and maximum likelihood (ML) proeessing. Time-invariant beam
forming is suitable for acoustic environments where interferenee
arrives from many direetions simultaneously. The ideal case of
isotropie noise is diseussed within the eontext of ML beamform-.
ing.

Consider the beamforming array in Figure 3.3 eonsisting of
m mierophones. Eaeh mierophone's signal is proeessed by a time
invariant filter with a transfer funetion Wi(!), i == 1 ... m. The
sum of the filter outputs provides an estimate of the target signal
~

T. Having defined a target direetion, one can apply simple pro-
eessing sehemes to increase the target-to-jammer ratio (TJR) at
the beamforrner output relative to the TJR at a single sensor. Al
though the following diseussion is restrieted to linear arrays with
equally spaeed mierophones, the theory is applicable to arbitrary
array geometries. Two types of linear arrays are eonsidered: the
endfire array eonsisting of mierophones along a line collinear with
the target direetion, and the broadside array eonsisting of micro
phones along a line perpendieular to the target direetion. The
broadside array reeeives an identieal target signal at all sensors
beeause the ineoming sound waves are modelled as plane waves.
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By employing appropriate time delays at the sensors, one can
assure an identical target signal at the endfire sensors as well.

Let the beamformer input vector be X(f) according to (3.1)
with Hij = exp( -j21r'jTij) , where Tij is the relative delayofsignal
j at microphone i with respeet to a referenee microphone at the
origin. Choosing mierophone MI to be at the origin and an inter
mierophone distanee d, we find that the relative delays are

d (i - 1) cos(8)
Tij = .

c
(3.5)

This relation may be verified easily in Figure 3.2 by adding ad
ditional microphones to the linear array. Note that the index j
has disappeared on the right side of the last equation. The angle
8 contains j only implicitly. The output of the system in Figure
3.3 is

m m

T(f) = E Wi(f) Xi(f) = E Wi(f) sij, exp( - j27r fTij). (3.6)
i=1 i=1

To obtain the directional response Gb of the beamformer in the
direction specified by the angle of arrival 8, the output is divided
by the signal 8(f) coming from that direction:

Equation (3.7) represents the direetional response for a broad
side array where the target direction is 8 = ~. Note that for
linear arrays the angle 8 does not speeify a direction but rather
a rotationally symmetrie cone on which the jammer source can
have an arbitrary position. We will, however, still associate 8
with a 'direction' in compliance with general 3-dimensional ar
ray theory. The endfire direetional response is obtained by in
troducing steering delays Ti = d(m - i)/c for the target diree
tion specified by 8 = 0 so that mierophone MI is the dosest to
the target source. Hence, the weights for the endfire array are
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Wi(f) = Ai(f) exp( - j21r fTt), yielding the endfire directional re
sponse

Ge( f , 8) = f Ai(f) exp( -j21rfTt) exp( -j21rfd(i - 1) cos(8)).
. 1 c
~=

(3.8)
The broadside and endfire directional responses (3.7), (3.8) are
expressed more compactly as an inner product

G(f, 8) = W T E, (3.9)

where the weight vector W contains the components Wi(f) and

E - (1 (- j21r fd cos(8)) ... (- j2n}d(m - 1) cos(8) ))T- , exp , , exp .
c c

(3.10)

Delay and Sum Beamforming
The simplest form of delay and sum (DS) beamforming incorpo
rates delays at the sensors such that the target signal is identical
at all sensors, and subsequently adds the equally weighted mi
crophone signals. The broadside array does not require any de
lays whereas the endfire array is equipped with delays as shown
above, As an example, consider Wi(f) = Ai(f) = ~ for a six
element broadside and endfire system. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show
the magnitude of the directional responses Ge and Gb in dB ver
sus angle 8 (polar pattern) for d = 2.8 cm at f = 4 kHz and
f = 6.161 kHz. For both geometries, the main lobe towards the
target becomes narrewer for the higher frequency. The attenu
ation in target direction is zero dB as expected. The broadside
beamformer cannot attenuate signals at 8 = 2700 because these
are in-phase at an sensors. On the other hand, it has a narrower
main lobe than the endfire system. At exactly 6.161 kHz, the end
fire array exhibits an undesired second lobe, called a grating lobe,
at 8 = 1800 with zero dB attenuation. Whenever the distance d
between two sensors is greater than half of the wavelength A of
the incoming signal, the endfire polar pattern will contain such
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Figure 3.4: Polar pattern 0/ 6 microphone endfire array at 4 kHz
(top) and at 6.161 kHz (bottom).

grating lobes. To avoid grating lobes in the broadside polar pat
tern, the distance d must be smaller than A. In the example, the
first grating lobes for the broadside array appear at f == 12.321
kHz for () == 00 and () == 1800

• According to (3.3), the magnitude
of the path difference p is maximal at these angles, causing spa
tial aliasing for d == A. When the inter-microphone distance d is
increased, the width of the main lobe becomes smaller, result
ing in a higher spatial resolution. Simultaneously, more grating
lobes appear which may be disastrous to performance if strong
jammers arrive at those angles.
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270

270

Figure 3.5: Polar pattern 0/ 6 microphone broadside array at 4
kHz (top) and at 6.161 kHz (bottom).

Both amplitude weighting and phase correction at each sensor
can be manipulated in various ways to obtain different shapes of
the polar pattern. Soede provided a more detailed description
of other frequency-independent amplitude weightings [59, 10].
The following section introduces the ML beamformer employing
[requencsj-dependent amplitude weightings.
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Maximum Likelihood Beamforming
This section describes a beamforming technique for optimizing
an important performance criterion, namely the direetivity in
dex. The directivity index D(f) is defined as the ratio of the
direetional response power in the target direetion to the average
direetional response power from all other directions:

D(f) _ IG(f, Ot, 4>t) 1

2

- l1T" J(r=o J~~o I ci].0, 4» 1
2 sin(0) dO d4>'

(3.11)

where the target direetion is defined by the polar angles (Ot, 4>t).
Maximizing directivity is particularly well suited for isotropie
noise, which is defined as the superposition of independent plane
waves with identical spectra and uniformly distributed incident
angles. It has been verified that the diffuse sound field eomposed
of all refleeted sounds in resonant environments is nearly isotropie
[60]. Peterson [22] showed that the unbiased ML estimate of the
target maximizes array directivity under the assumption of a
Gaussian isotropie noise field. This estimator is also equal to the
unbiased minimum varianee estimator [22]. The rn-dimensional
weight vector of the ML beamformer is given by

(3.12)

where t denotes the eomplex conjugate transpose. The rn-dim
ensional veetor E(0t, 4>t), whieh was defined in (3.10), eontains
the free-field (no interfering objects) transfer functions from the
target direction to the sensors in anechoie space (no reverbera
tion). It is independent of the azimuthal angle 4> for the linear
arrays considered in this work. For the broadside array, for ex
ample, it is simply E(O == ~) == (1, 1, ... , l)T. Finally, the
elements of the matrix S for isotropie noise are given by

1 !o1T" 12
1T"Sij == ~(f) - Ei(O, 4» EJ(O,4»sin(O) dO d4>, (3.13)

41r 0=0 rjJ=O
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Figure 3.6: Polar pattern 0/ ML beamformer for 6 microphone
endfire array at 4 kHz.

where * denotes the eomplex eonjugate and ~(f) is the eommon
souree spectral density. Note that ~(f) caneels out in (3.12). Pro
cessor (3.12) will have unity gain in the target direetion, consis
tent with the constraint of zero bias for the maximum likelihood
estimator. It is worth pointing out that the weights (3.12) are op
timal for arbitrary noise fields. A noise field is eharaeterized by
the matrix S, which is the cross-spectral-density matrix for noise
incident on the array, For example, the cross-spectral-density ma
trix for uncorrelated white sensor noise is 0'2 I, where 0'2 denotes
the noise power at each sensor and I is the mX m identity matrix,
Onee S is known, the linear processor (3.12) minimizes noise out
put power under the eonstraint that the target signal direetion
has unity gain. Finally, it must be emphasized that (3.12) is also
valid when the array is mounted on a head, but the target trans
fer funetion veetor E( ()t, <Pt) must then be modified to include
head shadow effeets.

Referring to the previous example with 6 microphones, Fig
ure 3.6 depicts the polar pattern for the ML endfire array at 4
kHz. Compared to the corresponding DS polar pattern in the
upper part of Figure 3.4, the six-element ML beamformer has a
narrewer main lobe and deeper side lobes (except at () == 180°),
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Max, Likelihood Delay & Sum
1 kHz endfire 15.47 3.29
1 kHz broads, 5.52 1.04
2 kHz endfire 15.17 6.04
2 kHz broads. 5.70 3.29
4 kHz endfire 13.61 8.79
4 kHz broads, 6.43 6.04

6.161 kHz endfire 7.78 7.78
6.161 khz broads, 7.78 7.78

8 kHz endfire 7.38 7.20
8 kHz broads, 8.83 8.79
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Table 3.1: Beamformer direetivities in dB for several frequencies
in isotropie noise. Mierophone spaeing is d = 2.8 em and number
of sensors is m = 6.

whieh improves directivity by about 5 dB. Directivities for fre
quencies between 1 kHz and 8 kHz are summarized in Table
3.1, which shows that optimum processing is especially advan
tageous at lower frequencies. DS directivity goes to zero for low
frequencies or small sensor spacing (d << A). ML directivity
approaches non-zero limits, given by 10 logem 2 ) and by approxi
mately 10 loge!J.(m-;)/2J+3) for endfire and broadside arrays, re
spectively [22]. If frequency is high or sensor spacing is large
(d >> A) or d equals an integer multiple of A/2, then both ge
ometries have a directivity of 10 logem). In this case, the isotropie
noise is uncorrelated between sensors and the DS beamformer is
identieal to the ML beamformer. To exploit the advantage of ML
endfire processing fully, one must ensure that d << A. This can
be achieved by either confining the total array span to a few cen
timeters (as required for a hearing aid) or by band-limiting the
incoming signals to keep A above a threshold. In contrast to the
ML endfire array, the ML broadside processor does not reach its
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maximum directivity for d << A. Broadside arrays exhibit high
est directivity (10log(m) < D < 10log(m2 )) when d » A/2 [61].
For a head-sized array of several microphones, sensor distance is
typically d ~ 3 cm. As a consequence, the condition d > A/2 is
only met for frequencies above 5.7 kHz so that maximum broad
side performance cannot be fully exploited for hearing aids.

Areal implementation of a beamforming device must take
into account another important design criterion: robustness
against noise that is uncorrelated between sensors (e.g. from mi
crophone internal preamplifiers or tolerance errors). The measure
"sensitivity" has been introduced to quantify this array property
and is defined as the ratio of array output power due to un
correlated sensor noise to the avetage sensor noise power at the
microphones [62]. Array sensitivity increases monotonically for
increasing directivity [43]. This may render the beamformer im
practical, particularly for low frequencies or small sensor spacing.
In other words, directivity is traded against sensitivity. It is pos
sible to fix the array's sensitivity at a desired level and maximize
directivity under that constraint [43].

3.4. Linear Griffiths-Jim Adaptive Beamforming

This section introduces the two-microphone Griffiths-Jim (GJ)
beamformer [21] with a linear adaptive filter. GJ beamforming
enhances a target signal arriving from a desired direction by
suppressing simultaneously arriving jammer signals from other
directions. In contrast to time-invariant beamforming, the GJ
beamformer adjusts its adaptive filter so that the magnitude of
the beamformer's transfer function in the jammer direction(s)
is minimized subject to the constraint that the target transfer
function is equal to one. One says that the beamformer "puts a
null into the jammer direction(s)". If the direction of a jammer
changes, the adaptive filter will track this movement by adjust
ing its weights, thereby putting a null into the new direction. The
adaptive beamformer is more suitable for cancelling directional
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Figure 3. 7: Two-microphone GrijJiths-Jim beamformer [or sup
pression 0/ directional background noise.

interference than for reducing isotropie noise.
Figure 3.7 depicts the GJ beamformer with omni-directional

microphones MI and M2. The target source emitting the
(speech) signal T(.) is equidistant from the two microphones. An
off-axis jammer signal J ( .) impinges on the microphones with a
time delay of ~ samples between M1 and M2. For simplicity,
we assurne in this thesis that the jammer delay ~ is an integer
multiple of the sampling period. Often signals already exist in
sampled form for further digital processing. If non-integer arrival
times are required, a digitallow-pass filter can be used to inter
polate between signal samples [63]. The scaled difference between
the microphone signals

1
X(.) = -(J(.) - J(. -~))

2
(3.14)

contains no target components and is the reference input to the
adaptive noise canceller[50]. The scaled sum of the signals

1
S(.) = T(.) + 2(J(.) + J(. -~)) (3.15)

is the primary input to the noise canceller. Assuming that T(.)
and J(.) are uncorrelated, the beamformer produces a target es
timate T(.) by minimizing the output power E[(S(k) - Y(k))2]
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at time k, where E[.] is the expectation operator and Y(.) is
the output of the adaptive filter. The signal T(.) is called the
"minimum-variance distortionless estimate" of the target signal
because ideally, the beamformer attenuates the interference with
out affecting the target. The system with an LMS-adapted lin
ear FIR filter has been shown to improve target speech intelligi
bility in anechoic and weakly resonant environments containing
one jamming source [38, 40, 42, 12, 13]. It must be emphasized
that the beamformer produces an undistorted target estimate
only when no target components exist in the reference channel.
A misalignment of the target or a microphone gain mismatch
will violate this condition and, consequently, the system will par
tially cancel the target signal. Exploiting the fact that the target
is speech, the beamformer can be adapted only during speech
pauses to avoid target cancellation [39, 41, 42]. Greenberg and
Zurek [41] modified the GJ beamformer to alleviate the prob
lem of target cancellation through misalignment. In [41], they
worked with a delay equal to half the filter length in the primary
channel. In [64], they recommended smaller delays making the
beamformer more robust against target reverberation. Because
in this thesis we emphasize the comparison between linear and
nonlinear adaptive filters in the GJ beamformer, we restriet our
selves to the ideal case of a target-free reference channel.

U nconstrained Wiener Filter
The theoretical performance limits of the two-microphone GJ
system will now be examined for the unconstrained Wiener fil
ter. For this analysis, it is assumed that sound sources and micro
phones do not change their positions and that the jammer signals
are stationary. More specifically, we suppose that the target T(.)
and jammers J1(.) and J2(.) are uncorrelated and that J1(.) and
J2 ( . ) are wide-sense stationary zero-mean stochastic processes.
Note that Figure 3.7 shows only one jammer source.

Throughout this section, all calculations are performed in the
z-transform domain. For simplicity, the argument of all z domain
functions has been omitted except in those cases where it is z-1.
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The signal in the primary channel is
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s
s

1 1
HT T + 2 [Hu +H21] J1+ 2 [Hl2 +H22] J2

HT T + Ht J1+ H:}" J2, (3.16)

and the signal in the reference channel is

x
X

1 1
2 [Hu - H21] J1+ 2 [Hl2 - H22] J2

H1 J1 +H:; J2 , (3.17)

where the source-sensor transfer functions Hij are defined as in
Section 3.1. The target-sensor transfer function is denoted by
HT. The quantities Ht and Hi- in (3.16) and (3.17) are the
weighted sums and differences of the Hij, respectively. Here, pri
mary and reference signals are given in a more general form than
in (3.15) and (3.14). For the comparison between linear and non
linear GJ beamformers, however, we use everywhere in this the
sis the anechoic jammer transfer functions H+ = !(1 + z-ß)
and H- = ~(1 - z-ß) corresponding to (3.15) and (3.14). We
chose these ideal transfer functions to simplify the calculation of
optimum nonlinear filters and their performance.

Upon dividing the cross spectral density <l? X S by the spectral
density <l?x x, one obtains the unconstrained Wiener filter for the
GJ beamformer as

W* = <l?xs.
<l?xx

The spectral densities can be derived as follows:

(3.18)

(3.19)

<l? x s <l? H1J1 1 Ht J1 + <l? H:; J2 1 H:j h

H+ <l? + H+ <l?1 H1J 1 1J1 2 H:; J21 J2

Ht<l?J H-J(z-l)+Hi<l?J, H-J,(z-l)
1, 1 1 2, 2 2

H1(z-1)Ht <l?J1J1 +H:;(z-1)Ht <l?J2J2 .(3.20)
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Inserting the power spectra from (3.19) and (3.20) into (3.18)
leads to

W* == H1(z-1) Ht <}J1J1 +H:;(z-l) Ht <}J2J2.

H1 H1(z-l ) <} JI Jl +H:; n; (z-l ) <} J2J2
(3.21)

(3.22)i =I j.

Inspection of the Wiener filter (3.21) reveals some interesting
points. First, we note that the filter is independent of the target
spectral density. Second, if one jammer J; is identical to zero, we
see that the filter simplifies to

Hf
W * J

1 == H-:-'
J

The Wiener solution is also independent of the jammer spectral
density. The output of the beamformer becomes

S-y HT T +Hf Jj - w; X

HTT, (3.23)

that is to say, the beamformer can completely suppress the sin
gle jammer Jj regardless of its statistics and angle of arrival.
The difference to time-invariant beamforming becomes appar
ent at this point. Recall from the previous section that endfire
maximum-directivity beamforming with two sensors achieves at
most an average jammer attenuation of 10 log(2 2) == 6 dB, where
the average is taken over an angles ((),4». Hence, the adaptive
beamformer is much more efficient for directional interference.

It is worth noting that there is an adaptive structure simi
lar to the one in Figure 3.7 which separates target and jammer
perfectly. This can be accomplished by feeding a single micro
phone signal into the primary channel instead of the weighted
sum of the microphone signals. Then, the Wiener filter trans
forms the reference signal into the room-filtered jammer signal.
The GJ beamformer, however, has the advantage that, by build
ing the weighted sum of the two microphone signals, the target
to-jammer ratio (TJR) increases relative to the TJR in each of the
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microphone signals. This corresponds to the delay and sum (DS)
beamformer discussed in Section 3.3. When microphone spacing
is large compared to the incident wave length (d >> ,X), the jam
mer signals between sensors are generally uncorrelated and as a
result, the TJR in the primary channel will be 10 log(2) == 3 dB
higher than the TJR at each sensor.

Recalling our discussion of spatial aliasing, the reader may at
first be surprised that, according to (3.23), the two-sensor beam
former can suppress a single jammer completely. What happens
at the aliasing frequencies given in (3.4)? The Wiener filter (3.22)
under anechoic conditions is

W* _ 1 + z-D..
1 - 1 _ z-D.. . (3.24)

This filter can be implemented in the time domain by the differ
ence equation

Y(k) == Y(k - ß) + X(k) + X(k - ß) (3.25)

with initial rest conditions X(k) == 0 and Y(k) == 0 for k < O.
Imagine a single off-axis interference with ß samples delay be
tween microphones and no target signal present. The initial rest
conditions are met if J(k) == 0 for k < O. According to (3.14),
the filter input is X(k) == !J(k) for k == 0,1,"', (ß - 1) and
X (k) == !(J(k) - J(k - ß)) for k > ß. It is easily verified that
the filter output is exactly equal to the primary signal (3.15),
i.e., the interference is suppressed completely. A sinusoidal jam
mer with an aliasing frequency given by (3.4) produces an input
signal equal to zero except at the onset where X (k) == ! J (k) for
k == 0, 1, .. " (ß - 1). The corresponding output signal is iden
tical to the primary signal, resulting in complete suppression of
the jammer sinusoid. After the first ß samples, this jammer be
comes indistinguishable from a sinusoid arriving from the target
direction. For the Wiener filter, the onset is sufficient to identify
the jammer for all future values k > O. As we will see in the next
section, the optimum finite impulse response (FIR) filter cannot
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cancel a jammer at the aliasing frequencies. Because of its finite
memory, the FIR filter "forgets" the onset so that it cannot dis
tinguish between the target and jammer after N samples, where
N is the filter length..

Perfect cancellation of a single directional jammer is only pos
sible under very ideal conditions that are usually not met in real
acoustic environments. For example, if receiver noise is included
in the calculations, it can be shown that jammer components ap
pear at the beamformer output [50]. Another problem frequently
encountered is that target components appear at the reference
input. In this case, the target-to-jammer (TJR) density ratio at
the beamformer output is reciprocal to the TJR density ratio at
the reference input [50]. The Wiener filter is "distracted" from
perfectly modeling the jammer in the primary channel and can
cels the target instead.

Returning again to solution (3.21), let us analyze the situation
in Figure 3.1 with two jammers, SI = J1 and S2 = J2 , plus an
additional target from straight ahead (not shown). Since H 11 .=
H 12 and H 21 = H 22 , one obtains n; = Hi and HI = Hi. In
this case, the Wiener filter reduces to

W* - Hi _ Hi
2 - H- - H-'

1 2
(3.26)

As in the example with a single jammer, the beamformer output
is given by (3.23), i.e. both jammers are completely cancelled.
Here, the difference between signal separation and signal cancel
lation becomes apparent. The two-microphone beamformer can
suppress the two jammers perfectly but it cannot reconstruct
the three signals T, J1 and J2 because the number of sources is
higher than the number of sensors. If Jl and J2 arrive at the array
with distinct phase differences between microphones, the beam
former output generally contains some residual jammer power,
i.e., the two jammers cannot be cancelled completely by the two
microphone beamformer.
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Optimum FIR Filter
The Wiener filter in the previous section is an infinite impulse re
sponse (IIR) filter. Achanging acoustic environment requires an
adaptation of the beamformer filter. Adaptive IIR filters are more
difficult to realize than adaptive finite impulse response (FIR) fil
ters. Adaptive IIR filters may become unstable during adaptation
and their performance surfaces are generally non-quadratic [50].
Adaptive FIR filters do not suffer from these problems, which
makes them more suitable for areal implementation. On the
other hand, an optimum FIR beamformer will always reduce
jammer power less than the optimum IIR filter. However, GJ
beamformers with adaptive IIR filters have been investigated in
[40, 42] and shown to provide practically no improvement over
adaptive FIR filters.

This section examines the performance of the optimum FIR
beamformer for arbitrary filter lengths N in the case of a single
white jammer J(.). The jammer delay between sensors is set to
ß. == 1. The target T(.) is uncorrelated with J(.). The samples
of the reference signal (3.14) constitute the components of the
input vector

X(k) = ~

J(k) - J(k - 1)
J(k-1)-J(k-2)

J(k - N) - J(k - N - 1)

(3.27)

(3.28)

Optimum linear FIR beamforming achieves the minimum output
power [50]

where P == E[S(k)X(k)] denotes the cross-correlation vector and
R == E[X(k)XT(k)] is the auto-correlation matrix. In Appendix
B, it is shown that

2 2 1
MSE==O't+O'jN '+2 (3.29)
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where a; and a; designate the target and jammer variance, re
spectively. Without loss of essential generality, the target is as
sumed to be zero-mean and wide-sense stationary. This ensures
constant target power in (3.29) but it is not a necessary require
ment for the derivation of the MSE. Jammer attenuation is not
infiuenced by the target in the ideal case of a target-free reference
channel.

Several interesting observations can be made concerning
(3.29). H N == 0, jammer power is reduced by half, pro
ducing a T JR improvement of IOlog(2) == 3 dB. Accord
ing to the Wiener-Hopf equation, the single filter weight is
E[S(k) X(k)]jE[X2(k)] == 0, i.e, the output is the primary sig
nal, The 3 dB improvement is consistent with DS beamforming
performance against noise uncorrelated between sensors. For fi
nite N, the linear FIR beamformer output always contains some
residual noise power while target power is unaffected. Jammer
output power goes to zero as N --7 00. Note that the MSE is
independent of the probability density function of the jammer
as long as the jammer power a} is constant. This is generally
not true for nonlinear filtering, as will be shown in the following
chapters.

The FIR beamformer cannot cancel a sinusoidal jammer at
the aliasing frequencies. Let h(.) denote the impulse response of
the FIR filter. The filter output is given by

N

Y(k) == L h(i) X(k - i),
i=O

k > O. (3.30)

Because the filter input is zero after the first ß samples, the
output is also zero after the first ß +N samples. Consequently,
the FIR beamformer transmits the sinusoidal jammer unchanged
after a transition phasc of ß +N samples.

The distance d between microphones infiuences the noise sup
pression of the FIR beamformer. If d is small compared to the
incident wave lengths, frequencies dose to dc cannot be cancelled
weil. H d is increased sufficiently, noise suppression of low fre-
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quency components improves but jammer attenuation becomes
small around the spatial aliasing frequencies. The following ex
ample will illustrate this effect. A single white jammer with unity
variance arrives at the two-microphone GJ beamformer with a de
lay ß == 1 and, in a second experiment, with ß == 4. We assume
a sampling frequency of 10 kHz and an angle of arrival () == 45°.
By (3.3), this corresponds to sensor spacings d == 19.5 cm and
d == 4.9 cm for ß == 4 and ß == 1, respectively. The parame
ters d and () are depicted in Figure 3.2. Figure 3.8 shows power
spectra of the beamformer outputs for optimum FIR filters with
N == 4. Note that the target is set to equal to zero here. For the
larger array (d == 19.5 cm), the aliasing frequencies are dc, 2500
Hz and 5000 Hz. For the smaller array (d == 4.9 cm), the only
aliasing frequency is dc. Observe the power peaks around these
frequencies. Although the large array cancels frequencies around
dc better than the small array, its total output power is only 1/3
as opposed to 1/6 for the small array. As for the ML endfire array,
performance improves with smaller sensor spacing. This result is
consistent with extensive experiments [41].
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Figure 3.8: Power spectra of GJ beamformer output for sensor
distance d = 4.88 cm (top) and d = 19.5 cm (bottom). The filter
length in both cases is N = 4.
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• To separate the signals from n sound sourees, at least n
mierophones are required.

• The number of grating lobes (number of spatial aliasing
frequencies) inereases for inereasing inter-mierophone dis
tanee.

• Time-invariant beamforming is well-suited for isotropie
noise environments, e.g., highly resonant rooms, parties or
restaurants.

• Time-adaptive beamforming is useful for eaneelling single
direetional interferenees, e.g., a passing ear or single noise
sourees in weakly resonant rooms.

• Ideally, the two-mierophone GJ beamformer with the un
eonstrained Wiener filter ean suppress one direetional jam
mer eompletely. A more praetieal realization with a linear
FIR filter always results in some residual jammer output
power.

• The ML time-invariant and the FIR adaptive beamform
ers aeeomplish better jammer suppression for smaller inter
mierophone distanee. This is partieularly useful for hearing
aids where the inter-mierophone distanee is required to be
as small as possible due to eosmetie reasons.
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Chapter 4: Nonlinear Adaptive Filters

A-priori knowledge of the conditional probability density is re
quired to calculate the Bayes conditional mean (1.3). Unfor
tunately, this knowledge is usually not available in real-world
situations. Consequently, the Bayes filter function can, at best,
be approximated. This chapter describes two prominent nonlin
ear function approximators; the Volterra filter and the multi
layer perceptron. Some other nonlinear structures are mentioned
briefly as well, but these were not considered in the experiments.

All nonlinear filters in this chapter can be characterized by
the following generic equation:

M

Y(k) == L ui; Wi(X(k), Ci),
i=l

(4.1)

where the output Y(k) at discrete time k is a linear combina
tion ofthe M basis functions Wi(., .). The arguments ofthe basis
functions Wi(.,.) are the input vector X(k), as defined in (1.1),
and a parameter vector Ci. The task is to estimate the parame
ters Wb W2, ... , WM, cj , C2, ... , CM such that the output minimizes
some performance criterion. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the min
imization criterion used in this thesis is the MSE of (1.2), where
S (.) denotes the desired signal and the filter output Y (.) == S(.)
is an estimate of S(.). Generally, the set of basis functions is cho
sen before filtering and is kept fixed during the filter operation.
A judicious choice of a particular set of basis functions may re
duce the filter's computational complexity (the number of basis
functions) significantly. For example, if the Bayes filter function
has the shape depicted in Figure 1.1, the the obvious choice is a
sigmoidal basis function, e.g., tanh(.) or arctan(.).

Nonlinear filters will generally produce frequency components
which are not present in the input signal. As an example, consider
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the simple filter
Y(.) == X(.) +X(.)2. (4.2)

Y(k) ==

For the input X(k) == A eos (wk), this filter generates the output

Y(k) == Aeos(wk)+1
2

eos(2wk)+1
2

• System (4.2)has produeed
energy at the first harmonie of the input as weil as a de offset. If
the input contains two sinusoids at frequencies Wl and W2, namely
X(k) == A eos (Wlk) +B eos (W2k), the output beeomes

A2 B2 A2 B2
X(k) + 2 eos (2Wlk) +2 eos (2W2k) +2 +2

AB AB
+-2- eos ([Wl +w2]k) + -2- eos ([Wl - w2]k).

In addition to the first harmonies and offsets, new interaction
terms appear at frequeneies Wl +W2 and Wl -W2. When a nonlinear
system forms the t» power of a sinusoidal input, the output
eontains energy at all L harmonics. This property has been used
for separating white noise from a square wave signal [65].

Beeause ofthe generation ofharmonics and interaction terms,
nonlinear filtering may introduee aliasing effeets. The filter may
generate energy at frequencies greater than the Nyquist fre
queney. These frequeney eomponents fold over into the band be
tween zero and the Nyquist frequeney. Aliasing ean be avoided by
ehoosing the sampling rate for the input signal high enough that
the Nyquist frequeney is weil above the signal's upper band limit.
This teehnique was used in [48] for nonlinearly proeessed speech.
No differenee was audible, however, when eompared to proeess
ing with a Nyquist frequeney dose to the upper band limit of
the input. One possible explanation is that the filter produeed
relatively little energy beyond the Nyquist frequeney so that the
resulting frequeney aliasing was not audible.
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The polynomial, or Volterra, filter is one ofthe most popular non
linear filter realizations. It has been used in various applications
including channel equalization, echo and noise cancellation, and
distortion analysis in semiconductor devices. For tutorials on this
filter and its adaptation, see [66, 67] which also list references for
these applications. With respect to model (4.1), the basis func
tions Wi(.,.) of the polynomial filter are all possible products of
the components of the input vector X(.). The Volterra filter of
order P comprises all products with up to P factors. What is
the total number of basis functions of a p t h order filter? Because
the input vector contains N+ 1 components, the number of all
possible products consisting of p factors is

(4.3)

Expression (4.3) represents the number of combinations with rep
etitions of order p which can be constructed from N +1 elements.
The total number of basis functions MVolt is obtained by sum
ming expression (4.3) over all orders up to P:

M _f-(N+P)_(N+P+1)
Volt - LJ - P .

p=O P
(4.4)

Equation (4.4) reveals the major disadvantage of the polynomial
filter. Even for moderate filter lengths N and low orders P, the
number of basis functions (coeflicients) is very large. For example,
a cubic filter with N==20 has 2024 coeflicients!

The p t h order Volterra filter output for filter length N is
described by

P N N N

Y(k) == wo+E E E .. Ew(nl' .. ,np)X(k-nl)..X(k-np),
p=l nl=O n2=nl np=np_l

(4.5)
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y(k)

Figure 4.1: Volterra filter example for N = 1 and P = 2. For
simplicity, only some coefficients w(. ..) are shown.

with no = O. The coefficient Wo belongs to the basis function
W= 1 and represents an offset. Equation (4.5) can be written in
a more illustrative way:

N

Y(k) = Wo + L w(nl) X(k - nl)
nl=O

N N

+ L L w(nl,n2)X(k- nl)X(k- n2)
nl=on2=nl

N N N

+ L L .. L w(n!,···, np) X(k - nl) ... X(k - np).
nl =0 n2 =nl np=np_l

For all permutations of a particular index tuple (nl, n2, ...np), the
products X(k - nl)X(k - n2) ... X(k - np) are indistinguishable.
To avoid distinct filter coefficients for indistinguishable products,
the summation indices n; in (4.5) start at ni-l for i = 2...P.

For sufficiently large P, the filter (4.5) can approximate any
continuous function to an arbitrary degree of accuracy [68]. Fig
ure 4.1 shows a second-order example. For P = 1, the polynomial
filter reduces to the well-known linear FIR filter. In this case,
the total number of basis functions (now identity functions) is
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MVolt == N +2, and the output becomes

N

Y(k) == Wo + L w(nl) X(k - nl).
nl=O
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(4.6)

Volterra basis functions do not contain the argument vector
Ci. Therefore, the filter output depends only linearlyon the co
efficients w(...). This fact has an important consequence, viz.,
adaptive Volterra filters can be treated by linear adaptive filter
theory. On-line adaptation of the Volterra filter with the standard
LMS or RLS algorithm for linear filters is possible.

By comparison to other common nonlinear filters, the MSE
surface in coefficient space does not contain any local minima.
Consequently, optimum MMSE Volterra filters can be calculated
off-line as shown in Section 5.2.

4.2. The Perceptron

The multi-layer perceptron has received increased attention
within the engineering community in the last decade. It has been
applied to problems in control [69], forecasting [70] and pattern
recognition [71]. Further applications can be found in [72]. In
pattern classification tasks, the basis functions of the perceptron
are usuaily sigmoids (s-shaped functions) which divide the input
space into regions defining the desired dass. For the noise filter
ing and beamforming applications considered in this thesis, it is
less obvious that sigmoids are a good choice. However, because a
finite set of sigmoidal basis functions can approximate any con
tinuous function arbitrarily weil [73], this set has been considered
as an alternative to the polynomial set described in the preceding
section.

The output of the perceptron in this study is given by

Mperc

Y(k) == L witanh(ctX(k) - bi). (4.7)
i=l
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y(k)

Figure 4.2: Perceptron filter example for N = 2 and MPerc = 2
so-called hidden units. For simplicity, the coefficient uectors ~

are not shown.

As opposed to the Volterra output, the pereeptron output does
not depend linearlyon the filter eoefficients Ci and bi . There
fore, the MSE surfaee in the eoefficient spaee may eontain loeal
minima. It is interesting to note that the MSE surfaee of the
pereeptron filter (4.7) does not have a unique global minimum
due to the odd nonlinearity tanh(.). Suppose that a particular set
{Ci, bi, wih=l. ..M p erc is a solution generating the minimum MSE.
If an arbitrary subset i is ehanged to {-Ci, -bi, -wil, the output
of the network is identieal to the output of the network with the
original set for an inputs X(.) f ~N+l. Henee, there are at least
2Mperc global minimal.

The pereeptron eoeffieients can be adapted with the back
propagation algorithm [75], a gradient deseent method for non
linear feed forward networks. Note that the global optimization of

1 After writing these last lines a classical researcher's nightmare occurred
to us (fortunately a tiny one). Feeling somewhat proud at having discovered
a lower bound on the number of global minima on our own, we happened
to read article [74]. Not only did Hecht-Nielsen have the same thoughts two
years earlier, but he also illuminated another parameter symmetry: Any in
terchange of two subsets i and j does not change the input-output mapping
of the perceptron. This increases the minimum number of global minima to
M» r 2Mpercerc· .
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the coefficients through backpropagation cannot guarantee find
ing a global minimum. Two kinds of coefficient updating are com
mon practice. The batch method updates the parameters after ac
cumulating the gradients over a set of input vectors. The on-line
method updates the parameters after each presentation of an
input vector. Experiments indicate that both methods exhibit
similar convergence speeds for small-scale problems with non
redundant inputs. On-line adaptation is faster for larger training
sets containing redundant inputs [76, 77]. In pattern dassifica
tion, inputs of the same dass are redundant when they differ
only slightly from each other. A possible application in adaptive
beamforming requires on-line processing (or at least mini-batch)
to track non-stationary acoustic signals.

To increase the convergence speed of backpropagation, many
modifications of the original algorithm have been suggested. Most
of these are designed for the batch mode. A tutorial on the most
important batch methods and current research on a possible ac
celeration of on-line convergence is given in [78].

4.3. Other Nonlinear Structures

The architecture of a radial basis function (RBF) network is iden
tical to that of a perceptron, except that the RBF filter employs
Gaussian nonlinearities. A brief summary on RBF networks can
be found in [71]. The output of this filter at time k is

M R B F

Y(k) == L ui; exp( -IIX(k) - ciIl2jo-;), (4.8)
i=l

where the centers Ci determine the locations of the Gaussians
in the (N + 1)-dimensional input space and the parameters a;
control their widths. For the perceptron, the distribution of the
sigmoids in the input space is governed by the bias weights b;
(see equation (4.7)). The main difference between these two com
monly used networks is that the radial basis functions are "10
cal" whereas hyperbolic tangents are nonzero almost everywhere
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A

N3

N3

Figure 4.3: The input spaee is a eube with side length A. The
loeal Gaussian basis funetion is approximately zero outside the
eube with side length A/3.

in the input domain. The following simple example shows that
many local basis functions may be needed for covering a high
dimensional input space. Assume that the input vectors uni
formly occupy an (N+ 1)-dimensional cube with side length A.
We approximate the region where the radial basis functions are
nonzero by an (N+1)-dimensional cube with side length A/3.
Thus, 3N +1 Gaussian basis functions are required to cover the
volume AN +1 of the input space. Figure 4.3 illustrates the situa
tion for N==1. To reduce the number ofbasis functions, the widths
could be increased but only at the expense of less precision in the
RBF approximation.

For the RBF filter, local optimization procedures (subsets of
coefficients are adapted separately) have been suggested to de
crease the computationalload [79]. However, the price for this can
be a loss of steady-state performance. Tarassenko and Roberts
[80] have verified this statement experimentally.

Another nonlinear filter has been proposed in [81]. The first
basis function is the identity function, and the others are given by
the piecewise linear mapping W(X, Ci) == IcrX - 11-lctX + 11.
The arguments Ci are adapted separately from the coefficients
ui; in (4.1). As mentioned in the context of the RBF filter, such
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procedures may lead to a lower approximation accuracy than
does a simultaneous optimization of all coefficients.

4.4. Optimum Nonlinear Filters

Any continuous basis function can be approximated by an pth_

order polynomial over a finite interval. Replacing all basis func
tions of a nonlinear filter by polynomials transforms that filter
into a Volterra filter. This was illustrated for the perceptron in
[48]. It follows that the optimum Volterra filter of sufficiently
high order P approximates the upper performance limit of any
of the nonlinear filters discussed in this chapter. An experimental
verification can be found in [48] and in Section 5.2. However, the
Volterra filter has an exorbitant number of coefficients for larger
filter lengths (N > 0(10)) so that an estimation of optimum
nonlinear filter performance is only possible for small N.

4.5. Summary of Chapter 4

• All nonlinear filters in this chapter form a linear combina
tion of M nonlinear basis functions.

• If the filter output depends only linearly on the coefficients
(e.g. the Volterra filter), linear adaptive filter theory can be
used to adapt the nonlinear filter.

• If the output is a nonlinear function of the coefficients
(e.g. the perceptron), current adaptation algorithms such
as backpropagation are not guaranteed to find the global
minimum of the error surface in weight space.

• For small N, the optimum Volterra filter of sufficiently high
order P can approximate the upper performance limit of
any of the nonlinear filters discussed in this chapter.
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Chapter 5: Experiments and Results

Nonlinear filters in adaptive noise cancellers have been considered
exclusively for nonlinear distortions of the noise component in the
reference signal [82] or in the primary signal [83]. At first glance,
it may not be obvious why one benefits from nonlinear filters even
in the absence of nonlinear distortions. Section 1.2 explains this
fact with the help of Bayes estimation theory. In this chapter,
we analyze the two-microphone GJ adaptive beamformer which
includes an adaptive noise canceller with a nonlinear filter for
processing non-Gaussian signals.

5.1. Optimum Performance

The following analysis refers to the situation depicted in Figure
5.1 (for the reader's convenience, we repeated this figure from
Section 3.4), assuming a target-free reference signal (3.14) and
a primary signal (3.15). Assuming that target and jammer are
statistically independent processes, we find that the Bayes filter
(1.3) for the noise canceller is

E[S(k) Ix]
1

E[T(k) + 2(J(k) +J(k - ~)) Ix]

E[T(k)] +E[!(J(k) +J(k - ~)) Ix]
2

E[~(J(k) +J(k - Öo» Iz] (5.1)

where the last line assurnes a zero-mean target process. With this
assumption, the Bayes filter is independent of the target. The
unconstrained Wiener filter is also independent of the target as
shown in Section 3.4. Therefore, the target was set to zero without
loss of essential generality. The jammer was an i.i.d. process and
its inter-microphone delay was taken as ~ == 1.
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Figure 5.1: Two-microphone GrijJiths-Jim beamformer for sup
pression of directional background noise.

Bayes filters (5.1) and their corresponding MMSEs (1.4) were
calculated for the several jammer probability densities listed in
Table 5.1. For filter lengths N > 1, the Bayes filter function
can be a complex expression. But, for the uniformly distributed
jammer, a relatively simple expression was obtained in Appendix
D:

N+l

v(x) 2(O,x(k),x(k)+x(k-1), ... , Lx(k-i))T
i=l

~(max(v)+min(v)) - x(k), (5.2)

where v(.) is an (N +2)-dimensional auxiliary vector field which
must be calculated for every input vector z , The operation
max(v) (min(v)) picks the maximum (minimum) component of
vector v. A similar formula was derived in Appendix D for the
one-sided exponentially distributed jammer:

Note that (5.2) and (5.3) are closed form expressions for arbitrary
filter lengths N. The Bayes functions for Laplace-distributed and
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Jammer Prob. Definition
Density

One-Sided Exp. PJ(j) =
exp(-j) if j > 0
0 else

Gamma PJ(j) = j exp( -j) if j > 0
0 else

Uniform PJ(j) = 1/2 a if je [-a, a]
0 else

\.

Laplace PJ(j) = ~exp(-Ijl)
Gaussian PJ(j) = (21ra.D-1j 2 exp(-(j - mj)2 /2aJ)

Toble 5.1: Definitions of jammer probability densities.

Gamma-distributed jammers turned out to be very long expres
sions and, therefore, are not included here. The optimum filter
for the Gaussian jammer is linear and can be obtained by solving
the Wiener-Hopf equations. To illustrate the nonlinear shapes of
the Bayes functions, Figure 5.2 shows two examples for a two
dimensional input vector. This figure indicates that different jam
mers may require different basis functions to approximate (to a
desired degree) the Bayes function with a minimum number of
coefficients. In the case of the uniform jammer, a set of piecewise
linear basis functions is apparently well-suited to this task. For
the Laplacian jammer, smoother nonlinearities may be required.
It is pointed out that the Bayes function for the Laplacian jam
mer is "almost linear". This is consistent with the fact that the
Bayes filter does not perform significantly better than the Wiener
filter as can be seen in Figure 5.3.

Table 5.2 summarizes the Bayes MMSEs resulting from the
(N + 2)-dimensional integrations (1.4). The derivation of these
formulas can be found in Appendix E. Note that the normal
ized MSEs in this table represent the residual jammer output
powers of the beamformer. The normalization by a; = aJ /2 re-
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stricts the MSE to the Interval between zero and one, where a
normalized MSE of one indicates a filter output of zero. The jam
mer output power of the optimum linear filter assuming a zero
mean jammer is derived in Appendix C. Linear filtering performs
identically for arbitrary jammer distributions because it employs
identical second-order correlations. Since the exponentially dis
tributed jammer has a non-zero mean, the linear filter must in
clude a bias weight to reach MSE == 2/(N +2). If the bias weight
is not included, the normalized MSE will increase by an offset
equal to E 2 [J]/ a;.

Figure 5.3 depicts the results of Table 5.2 together with
the performance curves for Laplace-distributed and Gamma
-distributed jammers. These two curves were obtained by im
plementing the Bayes filter, filtering a signal of 100,000 samples
and then averaging the squared beamformer output samples. We
could not carry out the Integration (1.4) for these distributions
because of the complexity of the corresponding Bayes filter func
tions.

To obtain a first acoustic impression, we implemented the
Bayes filter (5.2) and the optimum linear filter for the uniformly
distributed jammer. The target signal, spoken by a male per
son and sampled at 8 kHz, was the sentence "This is your two
microphone hearing aid". The broadband input TJR was -20.3
dB at each of the microphones. For N == 40, optimum linear and
nonlinear processing achieved output TJRs of -4.3 dB and 4.2 dB,
respectively. Figure 5.4 displays spectrograms of the original tar
get signal and of the optimum linear and nonlinear beamformer
outputs. Observe the increased reduction of residual noise compo
nents in Figure 5.4 (bottom). Since frequencies near zero appear
almost in phase at the two microphones, both beamformers had
difficulty suppressing low frequency interference, although can
cellation was better in the nonlinear case, The residual noise of
the Bayes beamformer sounded like "crackling" while that of the
linear beamformer sounded like lowpass-filtered white noise. The
nonlinear TJR improvement (8.5 dB) was clearly audible,
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Jammer Prob. Linear Bayes
Density MSE MMSE
One-Sided Exp. ---L 2

N+2 (N+2 2

Uniform ---L .2
N+2 (N+3 I(N+4)

Gaussian ---L ---L
N+2 N+'2

Table 5.2: MSEs of optimum linear and nonlinear beamformers
[or i.i.d. jammere with three different probability densities as a
function of filter length N. All expressums are normalized by the
variance a; of the primary signal.
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5.2. An Off-line Experiment with I.I.D. Noise

This section describes the performance of the Volterra and per
ceptron filters in an off-line experiment. The goal was to approx
imate the Bayes performance curve in Figure 5.3 for the uniform
LLd. jammer. The target signal was set to zero.

To find the optimum Volterra coefficients for a given order P,
we first rewrite equation (4.5) as

(5.4)

where

W: (wo, w(O), ,weN), w(O, 0), ...,weN, ...,N)) (5.5)
Xe (l,X(k), ,X(k - N),X2(k), ...,XP(k - N))T.

The subscript e stands for "extended". Similar to linear filter
theory, the optimum coefficients solve the "extended" Wiener
Hopf equations

E[Xe X;] W e == E[Xe S]. (5.6)

(5.7)

(5.8)

The input correlation matrix on the left side of (5.6) was esti
mated by

T 1 ~ TE[Xe Xe] ~ L c: xe(k) Xe (k).
k=l

The cross correlation vector on the right side of (5.6) was esti
mated by

1 L
E[Xe S] ~ L L xe(k) s(k).

k=l

Steiner and Joho showed in [84] that, for LLd. jammers with
symmetrie probability density functions, the Volterra coefficients
belonging to even order components of Xe vanish. Hence, a
third-order Volterra filter was employed but without second-order
terms. Using a 10,000-point uniformly distributed jammer se
quence (L == 10,000), the optimum coefficients were obtained
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Figure 5.5: Normalized jammer power at the beamformer output
for the optimum third-order Volterra filter versus filter length N.

by solving (5.6) with the time averages (5.7) and (5.8). A new
test sequence of 100,000 jammer samples (again uniformly dis
tributed) was processed by the beamformer with the fixed opti
mum weights. The MSE was determined by averaging the squared
beamformer output samples of the test run and is depicted in
Figure 5.5 together with optimum linear and nonlinear MSEs.
Results for other jammer distributions can be found in [46]. Com
puting the optimum weights required 3.5 hours for N == 16 on a
SUN SPARCstation 10. It should be noted that beyond N == 16,
the number of coefficients became so large that the computation
of optimum coefficients exhausted the memory of the SUN work
station (The measurement at N == 19 was performed on a HP
workstation 735 with more memory).

Currently, no methods exist to determine the optimum coef
ficients of the perceptron. Consequently, it was not possible to
draw the optimum performance curve. We conjecture that an ex
tensive backpropagation training results in nearly optimum per
ceptron performance. It must be emphasized, however, that per-
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formance depends on the initial coefficients, the learning rate and
the amount of training.

The perceptron coefficients were initialized randomly in the
interval [-1,1] and adapted by backpropagation (on-line mode)
without a momentum term. During training, a jammer signal of
500,000 samples was presented to the beamformer 100 times. The
learning rate was fixed at 0.001. Four different filters with 5, 10,
20 and 40 hidden units were examined. After training, a new test
sequence of 100,000 jammer samples was processed with frozen
weights. The results are summarized in Figure 5.6. The data in
this figure were averaged over two independent runs with two
different sets of initial weights. Perceptron performance degraded
strikingly for filter lengths between 10 and 20. Extensive addi
tional training improved the situation. For example, presenting
the training signal 300 times to the filter with N = 19 and 40
hidden units resulted in a normalized MSE = 0.056, representing
a 30% decrease of MSE. However, the computational burden of
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this method increased substantially for larger networks. Training
the system with N == 19 and 40 hidden units (300 x 500,000 it
erations) required about 82 hours on our SUN workstation. It is
possible that other training methods may produce better results
for N > 10.

To summarize, off-line computed coefficients of the percep
tron and the optimum Volterra filter could be obtained only for
small filter lengths (N < 20). Either too little computer memory
(Volterra) or too long computation times (perceptron) prohibited
simulations beyond N > 20. The performance of the Volterra fil
ter was always equal to or better than the performance of the
perceptron filters with 5, 10, 20 and 40 hidden units. This was
consistent with the concept in Section 4.4.

5.3. An On-line Experiment with I.I.D. Noise

The adaptive filter in a beamforming hearing aid must converge
sufficiently fast to adapt to the changing environment and to
compensate for head movements. The experiments in this section
compare the convergence speed and steady state performance of
the on-line adapted perceptron and Volterra filter. Although the
test involved only one particular jammer (uniform i.i.d. noise)
at N == 8, the results reflect a typical filter behavior that was
observed also in other simulations with different filter lengths
and signals.

The jammer delay between the microphones was set again to
d == 1. The target signal was female speech (one sentence) sam
pled at 8 kHz and the input TJR was zero dB. The perceptron
was adapted with on-line backpropagation and the third-order
(without second-order terms) Volterra coefficients were adjusted
with the standard LMS and RLS algorithms. For the exact for
mulas, see Haykin [85] on page 332 (LMS) and on page 485,
Table 13.2 (RLS). Because the jammer was stationary, the RLS
forgetting factor ..\ was set to unity.

When the target is present, the learning rate of the backprop-
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Filter Maximum Steady Off-Line
Learning Rate State MSE MSE

Linear FIR, LMS 0.02 0.2068 0.2000
Percep. MPerc == 5 0.01 0.1866 0.1550
Percep. MPerc == 20 0.005 0.1962 0.1140

Volterra, LMS 0.01 - 0.1085
Linear FIR, RLS 0.2050 0.2000

Volterra, RLS 0.1131 0.1085

Table 5.3: Steady state and off-line normalized MSEs of various
linear and nonlinear filters. For the percepiron with hidden units,
the entries are "quasi" steady state MSEs (see text). The off-line
results were taken from the previous section. The filter length was
N == 8.

agation (or LMS) algorithm must stay below a certain threshold
to avoid target cancellation. This threshold is generally not iden
tical with the maximum learning rate which would render the
adaptive filter unstable. For linear filters, this form of target can
cellation is discussed in more detail in [50] starting on page 429.

The maximum learning rates for the perceptron without hid
den units", with 5 and 20 hidden units and for the LMS-adapted
Volterra filter were determined as follows. The beamformer was
run with aseries of different learning rates. For each learning
rate, we listened to the filter output (not the beamformer out
put) and chose the maximum rate for which the target signal
was not audible in the output. The maximum learning rates are
shown in Table 5.3. Using these learning rates ensured an undis
torted target signal at the beamformer output. Larger learning
rates would have allowed a faster adaptation at the expense of
additional target distortion.

lThe perceptron without hidden units is defined to be a linear FIR filter.
In this case, backpropagation reduces to the LMS algorithm.
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Because the beamforming did not affect the target, it was
set to zero in the subsequent experiments. The beamformer was
run ten times employing ten different sets of initial coefficients
and ten different uniformly-distributed jammer signals for each
filter in Table 5.3. For the perceptron, the coefficients were ini
tialized with the simple and effective method described in [86].
The linear FIR and the Volterra coefficients were chosen from
a normal distribution with mean zero and variance one-quarter.
Figure 5.7 depicts the ensemble-averaged learning curves as a
function of the sample index. The steady state normalized MSEs
in Table 5.3 were estimated from these curves by time-averaging
the instantaneous squared errors from sample index 10,000 to in
dex 30,000. For the RLS algorithm, the averages were calculated
between the indices 1,000 and 20,000.

The perceptron (5 and 20 hidden units) learning curves in
Figure 5.7 appear to reach the steady state after about 10,000
iterations. In a test simulation of 60,000 iterations, however, the
MSE decreased further. For example, between the indices 40,000
and 60,000, the MSE of the perceptron with 20 hidden units
declined to 0.1843. Because the perceptron error decayed very
slowly over many iterations, the entries in Table 5.3 are called
"quasi" steady state MSEs. In other simulations, the perceptron
error varied slowly over several100,000 iterations without reach
ing a final value [87]. With a sampling rate of 8 kHz, the percep
tron required more than one second to reach a quasi stationary
state. In a hearing aid, slow changes of quasi steady state perfor
mance after "convergence" would be of minor importance. It is
striking that the perceptron did not perform significantly better
than the linear FIR filter. Giulieri obtained similar results in [87].
He carried out experiments with speech jammers and various fil
ter lengths N and could not find significant improvements over
the linear filter.

The LMS-adapted Volterra filter converged extremely slowly.
The MSE (measured in blocks of 20,000 samples) still decreased
after 100,000 iterations. The RLS Volterra filter converged af-
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ter approximately 1,000 iterations with a steady state MSE dose
to its optimum value, but the computational burden of this al
gorithm is the highest of a1l algorithms in this section. For the
linear filter, the RLS algorithm requires O(N2) operations per it
eration [88]. The third-order Volterra filter has O(N3) coefficients
and thus requires O( N 6 ) operations per iteration. Backpropaga
tion with Mperc hidden units has a complexity of O(MPercN)
operations per iteration. Despite the high computational burden
of the Volterra filter, the results suggested that it was worthwhile
to examine this filter further as we do in the next section.
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5.4. Volterra Beamforming with a Speech Jammer

This section examines the Volterra beamformer processing speech
signals. The experimental set-up was as follows. The target and
jammer signals were male speech, sampled at 8 kHz and pre
emphasized with the high-pass filter given in [42]. The jammer
delay between the microphones was set to d = 4. The broadband
input TJR was -10 dB (measured at a single microphone) and
normally-distributed white noise was added to each sensor at a
jammer-to-sensor noise ratio of 40 dB. The GJ beamformer was
run with the second-order Volterra filter and the linear FIR filter.
In preliminary tests, the RLS-adapted nonlinear filter exhibited
instabilities at the transients between voiced and unvoiced sounds
and performed worse than the linear filter. For this reason, the
optimum coefficient vector w e( k) at each time step k was cal
culated by solving the normal equations (compare to equation
(5.6))

(5.9)

directly by Gaussian elimination [89]. Here, R(k) denotes the
input auto correlation matrix, ca1culated recursively by

Re(k) = ARe(k - 1) + xe(k) x~(k),

and P(k) designates the cross correlation vector

Pe(k) = APe(k - 1) + s(k) xe(k),

(5.10)

(5.11)

where A is the forgetting factor. Solving (5.9) directly increased
the number of operations per iteration from O( N4) to O( N6) for
the Volterra filter.

In the preceding experiments, performance was measured
with the MSE. For a prediction of speech intelligibility, a more
appropriate metric is required that takes account of perceptual
aspects of hearing. The intelligibility-weighted gain GI is a con
venient measure to estimate the beamformer's impact on speech
intelligibility [22, 90]. It is defined by

GI = L w(i) [TJRout(i) - TJRin(i)], (5.12)
t
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where TJRout(i) and TJRin( i) are the target-to-jammer ratios of
the it h third-octave frequency band in dB at the beamformer out
put and input, respectively. The weights w(i) reflect the contri
bution of each band to intelligibility. For the calculation of GI in
this work, the weights were taken from [43]. Peterson [22] showed
that GI estimates the change of the speech reception threshold/
(SRT) through the beamformer for normal-hearing test persons
and continuous speech. A positive GI indicates an intelligibility
improvement, whereas a negative gain represents an intelligibility
loss.

Unfortunately, the measure (5.12) can be computed only for
the nonlinear beamformer when the target signal remains un
changed by the processing. When the target is affected by the
beamforming (e.g. a target misalignment will result in target
components in the reference channel causing target cancellation),
TJRout( i) cannot be determined for the nonlinear beamformer.
Even in the case of a target-free reference channel, target cancel
lation may occur for high learning rates as discussed in Section
5.3. A similar behavior was observed for the optimum on-line fil
ters in this section when the forgetting factor A was too small.
The smaller A, the less data were used in the time-averaged cross
correlation between the primary signal and the filter input vec
tor. If the time average was based on too little data, the target
in the primary became correlated with the filter input, causing
target cancellation.

The filters were adapted on-line with zero initial coefficients
while target and jammer were present. The coefficients at each
time step were copied into an identical beamformer processing
only the jammer. The output of this "slaved" beamformer was
used for the calculation of GI. The beamformer was run with
various forgetting factors A and filter lengths N. At each run,
we listened to the output of the slaved beamformer to ensure

2The SRT is the target-to-jammer ratio at which 50% of the target speech
is intelligible. For example, a gain GI = 10 dB means that the SRT for the
unprocessed signals must be 10 dB higher than for the processed signals.
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Figure 5.8: Illustration of the procedure for monitoring target can
cellation and calculating GI.

that no target components were audible. Figure 5.8 illustrates
this procedure. Let Tin(i) (Tout(i)) denote the input (output)
target power level of dB in the it h third-octave frequency band.
Assuming that the procedure in Figure 5.8 prevents target can
cellation, then Tin(i) is approximately equal to Tout( i) for all i,
and the gain in equation (5.12) can be approximated as follows

(5.13)

where Jin(i) and Jout( i) are the jammer power levels in dB of
the it h third-octave band of the input and output, respectively.
The input jammer power was determined from the primary chan
nel such that performance was measured against that of the
fixed beamformer with uniform weights. All jammer power spec
tra were computed from the signal samples between the indices
10,000 and 28,000. The power spectra were calculated with the
MATLAB™ function SPECTRUM.
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A N==5 N==10 N==20
1 4.4 (3.6) 7.1 (7.0) 11.3 (12.4)

0.999 4.3 (3.3) 8.3 (7.1) 12.8 (13.1)
0.998 4.4 (3.2) 8.8 (7.3) -
0.997 4.6 (3.2) 9.1 (7.5) -

0.996 4.7 (3.3) 9.3 (7.6) -
0.995 4.9 (3.3) 9.4 (7.7) -
0.990 5.4 (3.5) - -

69

Table 5.4: Intelligibility-weighted gains GI in dB for the second
ortler Volterra beamformer for various filter lengths N and [orqet
ting factors A. The numbers in parentheses are the gains obtained
with the linear FIR beamformer.

The results in Table 5.4 were calculated according to (5.13).
This table contains empty entries in those cases where audible
target cancellation occurred. Interestingly, linear and nonlinear
filters distorted the target for the same parameter sets (N, A).
For filter lengths of 5 and 10 , the nonlinear filter performed
only marginally better than the linear FIR filter . Note that the
benefi ts of nonlinear processing increased for declining forgetting
factors. This is consistent with the discussion in the introduction
of this thesis. The filter with a finite memory (A < 1) could ex
ploit the non-Gaussian short-term statistics of speech. For larger
N, the forgetting factor had to be increased to avoid audible tar
get cancellation. A large number of second-order terms in the
input vector requires more data to cancel out the target in the
cross correlation vector.

For N == 20, the linear filter outperformed the Volterra filter.
Although the target was very weak at the input (TJR== -10 dB),
its impact on the estimation of the Volterra coefficients increased
for larger N. To see to what extent the target in the primary chan
nel influences the gain GI, the experiment was repeated without
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A N=5 N=10 N=20
1 4.5 (3.6) 7.3 (7.0) 12.4 (12.5)

0.999 4.4 (3.3) 8.6 (7.1) 14.6 (13.2)
0.998 4.5 (3.2) 9.2 (7.4) 15.7 (13.2)
0.997 4.8 (3.3) 9.9 (7.6) 16.9 (13.3)
0.996 5.0 (3.3) 10.4 (7.8) 17.9 (13.4)
0.995 5.2 (3.4) 10.8 (8.0) 18.7 (13.5)
0.990 5.9 (3.7) 12.4 (8.5) 22.1 (13.7)

Table 5.5: Intelligibility-weighted gains GI in dB for the second
order Volterra beamformer for various filter lengths N and jorget
ting factors A and no target in the primary channel. The numbers
in parentheses are the gains obtained with the linear FIR beam
former.

the target and summarized in Table 5.5. These figures represent
the maximum performance gains of the second-order Volterra fil
ter over the linear filter given the (hypothetical) assumption that
the target does not influence the calculation of the coefficients. A
comparison of Tables 5.4 and 5.5 shows that the linear filter was
less sensitive to the target than the Volterra filter, especially for
smaller forgetting factors. But particularly for smaller forgetting
factors, nonlinear processing exhibited better jammer cancella
tion than the linear filter. In other words, the advantage of the
nonlinear filter was diminished by increased target sensitivity. At
N = 20, this effect more than neutralized the benefit of nonlinear
processing as can be seen in Table 5.4.

The processed speech was also judged by informal listening.
The speech jammer of the nonlinear beamformer seemed to be
more distorted and slightly reduced in power compared to that
of the linear processor. Because the improvements of GI were
modest, a formallistening test was not performed.

Finally, experiments have been performed with the same pa-
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rameters N and .x, but with higher input TJRs and other jammer
delays Ll. Because of its high target sensitivity, the Volterra fil
ter advantage decreased for larger input TJRs. For example, at
input TJR == 0 dB, the nonlinear improvements did not exceed
0.5 dB. Decreasing the delay Ll gave similar results. For Ll == 1,
the nonlinear processor could not outperform the linear filter.
One possible explanation is suggested by Figure 5.4. The jam
mer energy near the spatial aliasing frequency at zero Hz could
be cancelled more efficiently by the nonlinear filter. If nonlinear
processing is most beneficial around spatial aliasing frequencies,
the reduction of Ll from four to one (i.c, the spatial aliasing fre
quency at the normalized frequency 1T /2 was removed) would
diminish the nonlinear advantage. This effect is amplified by the
intelligibility weighting because the weights are greater at higher
frequencies.
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Chapter 6: Summary and Discussion

Currently, array processing is one of the most promising tech
niques for reducing background noise in hearing aids. While
most research in this area has been conducted using linear dig
ital filters, we concerned ourselves in this thesis with nonlinear
filters. When the adaptive filter in the two-microphone adap
tive Griffiths-Jim beamformer is adjusted to minimize its mean
squared error, nonlinear filtering is warranted for non-Gaussian
signals. Our most important findings are:

• At fixed filter length N, optimum Bayes and adaptive non
linear filters achieved smaller MSEs than the corresponding
linear filters for non-Gaussian jammer signals.

• For a single i.i.d. jammer, the improvement (measured in
decrease of MSE) of the Bayes filter over the Wiener filter
increased for larger filter lengths.

• For filter lengths N < 10, the perceptron could approxi
mate the optimum Bayes filter. For larger N, the off-line
training method used in this thesis was too computation
intensive. On-line processing with the backpropagation al
gorithm was not sufficiently fast in the adaptive beamform
ing application.

• Optimum third-order Volterra filters could be computed
from a training signal for filter lengths N < 20. Computer
memory requirements prohibited the calculations beyond
N == 20. The Volterra filter could be adjusted to oper
ate fast enough with the RLS algorithm and attained a
satisfactory steady state MSE. The computationalload of
the third-order Volterra RLS, however, was prohibitive for
N > 16.
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• The Volterra filter outperformed the perceptron in all ex
periments.

• Through fading memory (A < 1), the second-order Volterra
beamformer could exploit the non-Gaussian short-term
statistics of a speech jammer. Table 5.5 shows that the im
provements of the nonlinear system in jammer cancellation
became larger for increasing N. Simultaneously, target can
cellation intensified as a trade-off.

• The second-order Volterra beamformer exhibited a higher
target sensitivity than the linear system. Assuming that
no audible target cancellation occured, nonlinear process
ing improved the intelligibility-weighted gain by maximally
2 dB relative to linear filtering for a speech jammer. The
computational complexity of the second-order Volterra fil
ter did not justify this performance gain,

It remains an open question whether computationally efficient
adaptive nonlinear filters exist which can adapt sufficiently fast
and provide significant performance gains over linear filters. The
simulations suggest that the improvement through nonlinear pro
cessing increases for larger filter lengths. But the realization of a
"practical" nonlinear filter becomes more difficult for greater N.
In situations with simple stationary signals, it may be possible to
calculate optimum nonlinear filters, as was demonstrated for the
uniformly distributed jammer. Such filters may be implemented
in a computationally efficient way, justifying their performance
gain relative to the linear filter.

At small filter lengths (N < 20), one may find other basis
functions exceeding the performance of the second-order Volterra
filter in the speech jammer experiment. For example, a pilot test
with a third-order Volterra filter revealed higher gains at fixed
N, but also higher target sensitivity than with the second-order
filter.

Currently, only linear adaptive filters can be realized for larger
N. They certainly "do the job", but it is left to future work to
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investigate whether realizable long nonlinear filters exist which
might do better. In some cases, long filters may not be desired.
For example, long filters in the Frost beamformer [50] will render
the system more sensitive to target cancellation in aresonant
environment. Here, short filters are required to prevent target re
fleetions (which are considered as jammer) from being correlated
with the direct target. The same problem exists in the GJ beam
former with a conventional non-zero primary delay (not shown
in Figure 5.1).

Future work should concentrate on finding sets of problern
dependent basis functions to minimize computational complexity.
One suggestion can be found in [91] for unimodal error surfaces.
Simultaneously, the convergence speed of the Volterra LMS could
be accelerated by decorrelating its input. Adaptive filters with
nonlinear error surfaces like the perceptron are more difficult to
analyze. Convergence speed may be improved by using second
order methods (e.g. the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm) in a
sliding mini- bateh.
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Appendix A: Abbreviations and Symbols

c Velocity of Sound

d Spacing between Sensors

ß Jammer Delay between Sensors

DS Delay and Sum

FIR Finite Impulse Response

GJ Griffiths-J im

H Transfer Funetion Matrix. H i j (f) is the transfer
funetion from source j to sensor i.

i.i.d, Independent Identically Distributed

J (.) Jammer Stochastic Process

x Wave Length

LMS Least Mean Square

ML Maximum Likelihood

M p er c Number of Perceptron Basis Funetions

MSE Mean Squared Error

MVolt Number of Volterra Basis Functions

m Number of Microphones in Array

n Number of Sound Sources

N Filter Length

RLS Recursive Least Squares

SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio

T(.) Target Stochastic Process

TJR Target-to-Jammer Ratio
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Appendix B: Bayes Filter Example

In this appendix, we give the calculations for the Bayes filter
example described in the Introduction 1.2. Using equation (1.3),
the Bayes filter is

+00Js pSlx(slx) ds
-00

+00

Js pS,x(s, x) ds
px(x)

-00

+00

Js pS,N(S, x - s) ds
px(x)

-00

+00

J s pS,N(S, x - s) ds
-00

+00

J ps,N(s,x-s)ds
-00

(B.1)

Since S(.) and N(.) are independent processes, the joint proba
bility density function in (B.1) can be expressed as the product
of the individual probability densities ps(s) and PN(n). Finally,
the integration yields

1 1 1
" () 1 eX+i (erf(x +!) - 1) +e-x+i (erf(x - 2) + 1)
SB x = - 1 l '

2 eX+i (-erf(x + ~) + 1) +e-x+i (erf(x - ~) + 1)
(B.2)

where erf(.) is the error function defined as

x

erf(x) = 2/,fii Jexp(_t2
) dt.

o
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Appendix C: MSE Für Linear FIR Filter

In this appendix, we compute the output power of the optimum
linear FIR beamformer with N taps. The jammer is white noise
and the delay between is set to ß == 1.

The (N + 1) X (N +1) auto-correlation matrix is

2 -1 0 0

a~
-1 2 -1

a~

R == E[X(k)XT(k)] == ; 0 0 == --.LD
4

-1 2 -1
0 0 -1 2

(C.1)
and the cross-correlation vector is

a~
... O)T,P == E[S(k)X(k)] == ; (0 1 0 (C.2)

where a; denotes the variance ofthejammer. The optimum linear
FIR filter achieves

The variance of the target is denoted by a;. Since only the second
component of the cross-correlation vector is non-zero, the ca1cu
lation of pTR-1P requires only the (2,2) element of the inverse
of D, denoted by D:;l. This element is

(_ 1)2+2 det(D' )D-1 _ 22
22 - det(D) . (CA)

The N X N matrix D~2 is obtained from D by deleting the second
column and the second row. Using Laplace's theorem for deter
minants and subscripts for the matrix dimension, one finds the
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Appendix C: MSE For Linear FIR Filter

for N > 2. For the initial conditions det(D1 ) = 2 and det(D 2) =
3, it follows that

(C.6)

(C.8)

Using Laplace's theorem again for the determinant in the numer
ator of (CA) gives

det(D~2) = 2 det(DN-l) = 2 N. (C.7)

Inserting (C.6) and (C.7) into (C.3) leads to the formula for the
MSE as a function of the filter length N:

2 2 1
MSE=u t +UjN+2'



Appendix D: Bayes Filters for the GJ
Beamformer

This appendix derives optimum nonlinear filters in the two
microphone GJ beamformer for one directional i.i.d. jammer
process. Two jammer probability density functions are consid
ered: the uniform and the one-sided exponential density function.
These calculations were originally provided by Steiner and Joho
in [84] and independently by Kiitiikciioglu in [92] for the uni
formly distributed jammer. The target signal is assumed to be
zero.

The task is to compute

+00 +00

J J psx(s,~)
E[SIX==~]== sPslx(sl~)ds== s ~x(~) ds. (D.l)

-00 -00

The joint probability density function ps,x(. , .) will now be ma
nipulated in several steps.

First, we exploit the fact that the jammer is an i.i.d. random
process. The variables (S, X) can be expressed as

1 1 0 0 J(k)
1 -1 0 0 J(k - 1)

(i )= ~ 0 1 -1

J(k - N)0
0 0 1 -1 J(k-N-1)

" .J " V'
#

V'

=J=A
(D.2)

Because the random vector (S XT)T is a linear transformation
of the random vector J, their probability density functions are
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related as follows [16] :

1 -1 ( S )pS,x(s, x) = Idet(A)1 PJ(A x)· (D.3)

After calculating det(A) = (_2)-N-1 and A -1, equation (D.3)
becomes

PS,x(s, x) = 2N+1 pes +x(k)) pes - x(k)) (DA)
pes - x(k) - 2x(k - 1)) ...

. . . p(s - x(k) - 2 x(k - 1) - ... - 2 x(k - N)).

In the last equation, we used the fact that the jammer joint prob
ability density function PJ(.) is the product of N + 2 identical
jammer density functions p(.) (recall that the jammer is an i.i.d.
random process). To simplify notation, the subscript J is omitted
here.

The second step is a change of variables given by

1 1 0 0
o 1 0 0

(i)=
o

o
o 1

(i ). (D.S)

Using this transformation and det(B) = 1, equation (DA) be
comes

pz,x(z, x) = 2N+1 p(z)p(z-2x(k)) (D.6)
p(z - 2 x(k) - 2x(k - 1)) ...
. . . p(z - 2 x(k) - 2 x(k - 1) - ... - 2 x(k - N)).

Note that the integration in (D.l) will now be performed over z
instead over s. By the substitution rule for integrals, the integral
limits remain and, because s = z - x( k), it follows dz = ds.
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The third step is another transformation of variables

85

Z 1 0 0 Z
V(k) 0 2 X(k)

(D.7).
0

V(k - N) 0 2 2 X(k - N)
....

V'
~

=C

With det( C) == 2N +1, the joint density function (D.6) simplifies
to

PZ,v(z, v) == p(z) p(z - v(k)) p(z - v(k -1)) ... p(z - v(k - N)).
(D.8)

Changing variables X --+ V, where V == (V(k),···, V(k - N))T,
does not effect the Integration in (D.1). With (D.8), the Bayes
filter (D.1) becomes

+00

J z pZ,v(z, v) dz
E[ZI V == v] == --~-oo----

J pz,v(z,v) dz
-00

(D.9)

The joint probability density function in (D.8) is the product of
identical functions p(.) shifted by the values v(k), ... ,v(k - N).
If the jammer probability density function p(.) is not continuous,
the integrands in (D.9) will not be continuous. Therefore, the
region of integration must be divided into subintervals where the
integrands are continuous.

Uniform Jammer

Let p(.) be the uniform density function which is constant in
the Interval [-a, a] and zero outside this interval. Then, the in
tegrands in (D.9) are nonzero in a specific Interval determined
as follows. We find the minimum (maximum) component of the
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vector (0 vT)T, denoted by Vmin (vm ax ) . Then, the Bayes filter
(D.9) is given by

Vmin+ a
J z (1/2 a)N+2 dz

[ I ] Vmax - a 1( )
E Z V = v = . + = 2 Vmin + Vm ax .V m zn a

J (1/2 a)N+2 dz
Vmax- a

(D.10)
If S is to be estimated instead of Z, the Bayes filter becomes

(D.11)

where the values Vmin and Vm ax can expressed through the com
ponents of X.

One-sided Exponential Jammer

For the one-sided exponentially distributed jammer, (D.9) is

E[ZIV = v]

+00
J z exp[-z(N +2) +L~O v(k - i)] dz

Vmax

+00
J exp[-z(N +2) +L~o v(k - i)] dz

Vmax

1
Vm ax + N .+2

Similarly to (D .11), the Bayes filter can be written as

SB(:':) = V m ax + N ~ 2 - x(k).

(D.12)

(D.13)
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This appendix calculatcs the MMSEs of the Bayes filters for two
jammer probability densities: the uniform and the one-sided ex
ponential density. It is a summary of the original derivation by
Steiner and Joho [84]. The target is set to zero.

In order to compute

+00

M M SE = Jds J dal (s - SB (al»2 pS,x(s, z}, (E.l)
-00 RN+l

we perform a change of integration variables

(E.2)

where the matrices C and Bare defined in Appendix D in equa
tions (D.7) and (D.S), respectively. This results in

+00

MMSE = Jdz J dv (z - ZB(V)? PZ,v(z, v), (E.3)
-00 RN+l

where ZR(v) == E[ZIV == v] and pZ,v(z, v) is defined in Appendix
D, equation (D.6) .

For a non-continuous joint density pz,v(z, v), the integra
tion over z can only be performed over regions where pz,v(z, v)
is continuous. These regions depend on the shifts given by the
components of vector v.

One-sided Exponential Jammer

The function pz,v (z, v) is only non-zero for z > Vm ax , W here Vm a x

is the maximum component of the vector (0 vT)T. Each of the
(N + 2) components of this vector can be the maximum, Hence,
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the RN+1 can be divided into (N +2) non-overlapping subregions
where z is integrated from V m ax to infinity and each component
of V is integrated from -infinity to vm ax . It can be shown that the
integration over each of the (N +2) subregions yields the same
value. Therefore, the total MMSE is (N +2) times the value of
the integration over an arbitrary subregion. A convenient choice
is the subregion defined by V m ax == o. According to (D.12), we
have

1
E[ZIV == v] == N .+2

For the exponential jammer, the probability density is

(E.4)

pz.v(z, v) = { ~xp( -(N +2)z +E;;"o v(k - i))

Hence, the total MMSE in (E.3) becomes

if z < 0
if z > o.

(E.5)

o 00

M MSE = (N +2) ] eE;:'o v(k-i) dv J(z- N ~ 2)2 e-(N+2)z dz,

-00 0

(E.6)
where the symbols 00 and 0 mean that each component of vector
v is integrated from -infinity to zero. Carrying out this integration
yields

1
MMSE == (N + 2) (N + 2)3· (E.7)

Finally, the MMSE is normalized by the variance of the primary
signal as == 1/2 resulting in

2
MMSE == (N +2)2· (E.8)
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Uniform Jammer

89

For the uniform jammer, the probability density pZ,v(z, v) is
defined by

1
(21a)N+2 if (Vm ax - a) < z < (Vmin +a)

pZ,v( z, v) = and (Vm ax - Vmin) < 2 a
o else.

(E.9)
There are (N +2)(N +1) possibilities to pick a maximum and a
minimum from the (N +2) elements of vector (0 vT)T. As in the
previous case with the exponential jammer, the integrations over
each of these (N + 2)(N + 1) subregions yield the same value.
Hence, an arbitrary subregion can be chosen for the integration;
here we take Vmin = 0 and Vm ax = v(k). From (D.10), it follows
for the Bayes estimator

1
E[ZIV = v] = 2v(k).

Then, the total MMSE becomes

MMSE=

(E.10)

2 a v(k)

(N +2)(N +1)Jdv(k) Jdv(k - 2) - - -dv(k - N)
o 0

a N+2J (z - V~»2 Ua) dz, (KU)
v(k)-a

where the symbols 0 and v(k) are defined similarly as in the case
with the exponential jammer. Carrying out this integration gives

2 a2

MMSE = (N +3)(N +4)" (E.12)

Again, the result is normalized by the variance of the primary
signal (Js = a2 /6, yielding

12
MMSE = (N +3)(N +4)" (E.13)
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